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ED PRINT
Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
We join the rest of his legion of friends
in expressing our -heartfelt condolences to
the family of Nemo Williams, who passed
away last Thursday at the age of only 44.
Nemo was one of those quiet kind of
guys who didn't say much, but he always did
his job well and was as dependable as your
right arm. As fire chief here for the past 19
years, Nemo made that his full-time and
complete interest, and in the years I have
been in Fulton I have never known a more
dedicated or hard-working servant of the
public.
Sometimes a lot of citizens in small
communities like these don't realize just
how much time and dedication their em-
ployees give to their jobs of being firemen,
policemen and providing utility services on a
'round-the-clock basis, most of the time at
pay that is not equal to their dedication to
their job, even though it is all that the city
can afford.
Men like Nemo Williams make a small
town a good town, and we'll sure miss him.
After nineteen years around the fire house,
he WAS the fire department. No community
could ask for greater public service than
that.
Had a nice chat last weekend with Mil-
ton ("Hodge") Hodges, who was visiting in
Fulton from his ,home in Detroit. He was
here visiting the bedside of his brother, Her-
schel, at the Fulton Hospital. Herschel pass-
ed away Tuesday morning, we are sorry to
learn, and we extend our sympathies to all
his family.
Hodge was asking about all of his old
friends, and hoped he would get to see a few
of them, including Frank Beadles,. Louis
Weaks, Ual Killebrew, "Bones" Forrest and
Lowell Valentine, and I hoped that he could.
I told him that Lowell was over at Franklin.
Hodge played professional baseball for 12
years, including time in the Southern
League, befOre going to work for Chrysler as
a tool and die maker. He has retired after 30
years pn that job.
"Hodge" keeps up withthe Fulton area
happenings through The News, every week.
Says it's the greatest paper that has ever
been on Commercial Avenue.
In the mail this week came an an-
nouncement that a new musical, "The Hat-
fields and McCoys" will premier this sum-
mer at Beckley, West Va. The feud-play de-
picts in music, story and dance the famous
19th-century family war between the Hat-
fields of West Virginia and the McCoys of
Kentucky.
Which brings to mind an incident in
1962 in which a Fulton Army officer
brought a serious military lecture at Fort
Gordon (Ga) to a hilarious and premature
ending without really intending to.
It seems that the 439th Civil Affairs
Company of Paducah - including several Ful-
ton officers—was attending a series of lect-
ures at Fort Gordon. This particular one was
being given by a New Yorker, who got off his
subject a little and started talking about,
and comparing the morals, manners and
fierceness of the Hatfields and the McCoys
and their famous feuding. After suffering
insults to the family name about as long as
he could stand it, a short hand went up in the
audience, asking for recogniton. The startled
instructor nodded.
"Captain Hatfield of Kentucky, Sir",
said Gene as he introduced himself, but he
got no further. The whole class burst into a
roar of laughter and the embarrassed instruc-
tor had his lecture shattered. After some
kind of order was finally restored, Gene
patiently explained that there were a num-
ber of errors in the instructor's historical
sketch that he would like to correct with the
instructor when the class was over. That sent
the lecture hall into another state of pro-
longed uproar that broke up the meeting.
Gene met the instructor after class and
corrected the errors to him, and the poor
guy walked away shaking his head, vowing
never to get on the subject again.
Do you ever see the televison commer-
cial about the "six-second soak"? It takes
sixty seconds to do it. Time it yourself some
time.
Scott Smith up at Benton notes that it
has been nine years since the Peace Corps
was established, aid we've been fighting a
war ever since.
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Hickman Switches To
TVA Low Cost Power
It's going to be a cool, cool summer for resi-
dents, business firms and industries in Hickman
come the electrical statement on the first of June
of this year.
While Hickman slept in the early morning
hours of April 15, 12:01 a. m. to be exact, the
Hickman Electric System switched over its pur-
chasing of electric power from the Kentucky
Utilities Company to power from the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
The switchover means savings of as high as
for residential users, as high as 37.7Vt for
for small lighting and power, and 30.2`,‘ for
large lighting and power consumers.
The overall savings, in all
categories, amounts to a total
22.5 percent savings to custom-
ers of die Hickman Electric
System. The savings will be re-
flected in the meter readings
from April 15 to May 15 and
received by consumers on June
1.
The milestone for low cost
power reflects months and
months of arduous and dedi-
cated efforts by civic and in-
dustrial leaders in Hickman to
bring the city into competition
with industry and to afford its
residents the conveniences of
expanded use of electrial ap-
pliances at no extra cost, and
even a saving.
It was in April 1965 that the
City of Hickman, elected to
County Has Just One
Approved CD Sheller
"If we aren't prepared before it begins, we
do not have the time after it happens," was the
message civic leaders, interested citizens and
elected officials learned Monday night at the Ful-
ton County Emergency Conference held at the
Hickman Elementary School. Making the state-
ment was Wayne Berry, of the University of
Kentucky Extension Service who spoke on the
"Effects of Modern Warfare."
"But warfare is not the only
hazards people must prepare
aaginst in a strong Civil De-
fense program," Leon J. Reed,
deputy director of the Kentucky
Division of civil Defense fad
the large crowd attending the
conference. "Tornados, floods,
and other natural disasters are
equally as hazardous to com-
munities when its citizens must
be potected in an emegency,"
Mr. Reed said.
It was pointed out at the
meeting that Fulton County
has only one Federally approv-
ed protection center and that
is the basement of the post.
office building in Hickman.
"This is not to say that there
are not other facilities, such as
home basements, school gym-
nasiums, and other fortified
buildings that cannot be used
in an emergency," the speak-
ers said, "but the postoffice
building in Hickman is the only
one that meets the standards
for protection for the Federal
government," they added.
Other significant statements
revealed at the meeting were
that 68 radiological monitors
are needed for effective pro-
tection in Fulton County, but
only siic are trained; 80 trained
shelter matTleeeS are "Meted:
but none have been trained
thus far in Fulton County. Only
266 students in the county have
been taught medical self-help,
state accumulated facts re-
veal.
Opening the program with
welcome greetings were Judge
James C. Menees and Mayor
of Hickman Richard White.
Giving the invocation was Rev.
George McKelvy, pastor of the
First United Methodist Church.
Moderating the program was
R. D. Johnson, dean of the Ex-
tension Service of UK. A discu-
sion on local emergency was
lead by Henry A. Vick of
UK and Livingston Campbell,
coordinator of Area One, De
partment of Civil Defense.
Wardell Yarbro is director of
Fulton County's Civil Defense
program.
NORMAN WORRELL, ;eft, Executive Director of the Tennes-
see Arts Commission, paid his first visit to Fulton Wednesday
for a planning session for the Banana Festival. Besides Worrell,
picture includes Mrs. Hendon Wright, advisor to the Banana
Festival board; Ruth and Ron Laird, co-chairmen of the Inter-
American Music Committee, and Mrs. Evelyn Dixon, Banana
Festival secretary.
REVIVAL IN PROGRESS
A Revival at the McConnell
Baptist Church, conducted by
Bro. John Adams of Dyersburg
will continue each night
through Saturday, April 25.
OUTSTANDING
Joe Bo/in has been named
"outstexting oggriculnuriet" of
Hicinnan Comity bar MO by
the Clinton Chamber of Own-
tnerce.
BANKER DIES
Services were conducted
Monday afternoon for Charles
W. Miles Jr., banker, former
United States Marshal and
member of a longtime and
prominent Obion County fam-
ily, mho died Saturday in Obion
County General Hospital. He
was 38 and death followed an
extended Illness.
of the 17-year locust. It can be
one of the most awesome and
overpowering noises in nature.
Billions and billions of these
large insects will dig open their
individual ground burrows and
crawl out some warm evening.
They will be suddenly respond-
ing to a biological clock that
ticks off one of the longest and
strangest life cycles of the in-
sect world.
From late April in the south-
ern states to early June in the
north, the ground and trees
Jury List For
May Term
Is Announced
The following have been
named to jury duty for the
May term of Court which
opens in Fulton County on Mon-
day, May 11th:
Lewis Roscoe Hutchins, Mrs.
R. H. White. Sam Barry, Mrs.
Fred Klutts, Edgar Avery, Rob-
ert 0. Brown. Jewel Myatt,
Joyce Marlene Callison. Jerry
Gene Bradley, Felix Gossum,
Sr., Mrs. Helen Marie Rupert,
John Joe Campbell, Betty Reed
Hefley, Oily Johnson, Hannon
Q. Shaw, Galen Andrews.
Mildred Josephine Rambo.
Roy Kirk, Barney C. Yates,
Linda Arrington, James Oscar
Brown, Mrs. Leonard Shuff,
Mrs. Jim Dawes, Mrs. Paul
Boaz, Jeff Davis, Earl Lohaus,
Gus Amberg, Broadus Baker,
Jamie L. Lassiter, Mary King
Lawson, Mrs. Paul Bradley.
Mrs. Kent Hamby, Lovie
Forsythe, Mrs. Joe Lattus,
Zula Bates Chandler, William
B. Stokes, Mrs. Mary Lou Bin-
ford, Richard MeNeeley, Mrs.
Louetta Everett, Guy Hale, Jr.
Nancy Fessett, James Bobbitt,
Martha Swan Rice, Edward
Lee Engle, G. L. DeMyer, J. L.
Hagan.
Mrs. Ardel Fields, Im Lee
Armstrong, Leroy Kearby,
Agnes N. Minton, E. C. Grish-
am, Cheryl Darlene Readies,
Otis E. Crutchfield, J. D.
Hales, Wesley King. Margaret
Elizabeth Bacon, Leonard Al-
len, tarry Sams, Harry Barry,
Raymond Howard Adams.
Miss Suzie Harris
"Miss South Fulton" for 1970
THE PRINCESS AND HER ATTENDANTS: (From left):
Jackie Hai., lot RU; Suzette McMorriers, 2nd RU; Princess
Susie Harris; Jimette Gilbert, 4th RU; and (barely on camera)
Julie Bard, 3rd Runner-up.
(Other Pictures on Page 6)
17- Year Locusts Are
Due To Emerge Soon
This may be the most un-
silent spring in 17 years. (Ed's note: After reading the
_Et= the .Miissjpi til J following story about the lo-
ciTrifs, IM-News called JobhAtlantic. much of the country
will be buzzing to the love call Watts at Hickman to see if he
had any advance warning of
the impending locust crop. Mr.
Watts said that he had been ad-
vised about it, but had thus
far made no plans, inasmuch
as in his lifetime, the locusts
had not been a serious crop
hazard in Kentucky, although
they could be. Crop damage
apparently has been heaviest in
the Western states, he stated.
But he also told The News that
should serious infestation and
crop hazards appear in this
area, his office will have infor-
mation regarding poisons and
other arrestive measures.)
• • • •
will swarm with the scurryin/'
insects, the National Geogra-
phic Society says. The 17-year
locusts appearing this year are
from sidespread brood X; those
of other years are more lo-
calized. -
Are Native Americans
They are natives only of this
part of the world. In 1633, the
newly arrived Pilgrims of Ply-
mouth, Massachusetts, were
(Continued on Page Six)
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Suzie Harris Chosen
"Miss South Fulton"
A tiny but charming brunette, Miss Suzit
Harris, was chosen from a field of sixty-three
contestants Tuesday night to be "Miss South Ful-
ton of 1970."
Suzie, four-feet and eleven inches of person-
ality and good looks, is 17, a senior at South Ful-
ton and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thomas
Harris, 101 Circle Drive, South Fulton. She won
a $50 bond, trophy, and a dozen red roses.
Besides Suzie, the top five
finalists included Jackie Hollie,
first runner-up; Suzette Mc-
Morries, second runner-up;
Julie Bard, third runner-up,
and Jimette Gilbert, fourth
runner-up.
The top three will represent
South Fulton in the forthcom-
ing Strawberry Festival at
Humboldt.
The competition, open to all
students in the South Fulton
termed "highly successful" by
school officials. Proceeds from
the gate will go to various
school activities.
The princess was crowned by
South Fulton Mayor Dr. Dan
Crocker. Ray Williams served
as MC, assisted by Mrs.
Sammy Haddad; organ music
was provided by Mrs. Martha
Logan assisted by Lamon Kil-
zer on the guitar, and there
were additional musical titan-
schools, drew an estimated hers interspersed at various
audience of over 800 and was times by other performers.
New Time Arrives Saturday?
Set Your Clocks Up An Hour!
Daylight Time — that fight-
ing word that had all Western
Kentuckians deadlocked in bat-
tle with their Eastern Kentucky
neighbors in a grim tug-of-war
in the legislature during the
recent session — will come
peacefully to all this weekend.
To be exact, daylight time
becomes "official" Sunday
morning at 2: a. m., so as you
turn in Saturday night, set
your clocks forward one hour.
Only three States out of the
50 will not officially observe
daylight time this year: Michi-
gan, Arizona and Hawaii, al-
though scattered communities
within each of them will.
It is an interesting fact, that
was apparently unknown to
many Kentuckians, that the
Liniforrn_linte.Let.affectsmILY.
States, and not the cities and
other communities within them.
These communities remain
completely free to set their own
standard times, and to switch
to and from these standard
times whenever they choose,
according to a major wire
Lions Program
Will Feature
African Trip
Newton Belt, a well-known
artist and traveler, will be the
guest speaker at the Fulton
Lions , Club program Friday
noon at the Park Terrace.
Mr. Belt has recently return-
ed from several weeks stay in
Africa and will sheer slides of
this trip. He has exhibited his
paintings at the Banana Festi-
val and at the Fulton Art
Guild recently.
Lawson Roper is program
chairman and would like to
have each Lions Club member
bring a guest to this meeting.
news service. Thus there will
be some cities on DST-time
States that may not observe
DST, and vice versa for Michi-
gan and Arizona.
According to researchers,
Benjamin Franklin originated
the concept of DST in 1784
while he was serving as U. S.
Ambassador to France. Sup-
posedly, he awoke early one
(Continued on Page SW
Twin Cities
Youth Readies
10 Schedule
The summer recreation pro
ritie youth 
Inc. will enter its ninth wear o!
baseball and softball this sum
mer at Fulton's city park, and
if past records are any indi-
cation, some 400 boys and girls
will be playing in the five
leagues' that the organization
directs.
Last week registration cards
were distributed in the various
schools in the area, with all
those interested in playing ask-
ed to fill out the cards and
turn them in this week. Teams
will be selected and managers
named probably sometime this
week.
Charles Curtis is the new
president of Twin Cities Youth,
Inc., and other officers include:
George Brock, 1st vice presi-
dent and treasurer; Clyde
Stunson, 2nd vice president:
Mrs. Hunter B. Whitesell, sec-
retary.
Other directors are: Nelson
Tripp, Virgil Yates, Jim
Bright, Jack Moore, Louis
Weaks and Cecil Maddox.
For the second straight year,
Cecil Maddox, Fulton Junior
High school, will serve as park
director. Wayne Lohaus will be
the assistant director.
Have You Made Your Derby Choice Yet?
The Big Race Is Coming Up May 2
As one writer puts it, "when
a dyed-in-the-wool horse player
wins a bet on the Kentucky Der-
by, it brings an exhiliration far
beyond the money involved. That
one winner can erase a whole
string of frustrating losers, phy-
chologically if not financially; it
can completely banish that tiny
loubt that might have begun to
nibble at the bettor's faith in his
own better judgement."
The bettors are beginning to
get their little pads out and do
some figuring; it's nearly time for
the Derby again. The big day at
Churchill Downs is a week from
Saturday: May 2.
For the casual bettor, how do
you go about picking a winner?
There are several ways. You
can stick a pin through the pro-
gram and bet the nearest name to
the pinhole. You can ask the taxi
driver or the guy selling balloqns
on the sidewalk downtown. Yu
can do it the hard way with a
form sheet and an appraisal of
blood lines and past performances.
There's a formula about adding
the letters in a horse's name, sub-
tract the weight he is carrying (or
is it add?) then you add those
numerals and you come up with a
post position somehow. Anyway,
don't forget the numerologists, the
astrologers and the talented touts.
If you're successful, which-
ever way you arrive at the win-
ner, the chances are better than
three to one he'll be a notive Ken-
tuckian. Of the 95 winners to date,
72 were foaled in Kentucky. And
(Continued ca Page 3)
S1
OF INTEREST TO-WOMEN
New "Kentucky Crafts" Shops
Opening On Two Turnpikes
by Lois Campbell
Entering a new era of Ken-
tucky-tourism, the slate Divi-
sion of Arts and Crafts opened
its first handcraft outlet on the
Kentucky Turnpike at Shep-
herdsville.
The small shop with its wood-
en shingle decor is filled with
authentic works of skilled Ken-
tucky craftsmen. The corn
shuck dolls, the 'beeswax can-
dles, the hand made quilts. . .
are all welcome diversions
from the imported gift items
usually found in souvenir
shops.
Like telescoping hundreds of
years of history, one finds tra-
ditional articles of early colon-
ial days . . . some that were
objects of beauty, others that
were necessary to daily life.
Mrs. Mary O'Hara, director
of the Division of Arts and
Crafts is the originator of the
Kentucky handcraft outlet con-
cept.
Artisans in Kentucky produce
objects that are rare and im-
minently desirable, and Mrs.
O'Hara and four regional sup-
ervisors have attempted to se-
lect items to sell that represent
craftsmen from all parts of the
state.
A second outlet will be open-
ed in May at the Beaver Dam
Plaza on the Western Kentucky
Turnpike.
The Division of Arts and
Crafts is organized within the
Department of Public Infor-
mation.
Why Join A Homemaker's Club?
Agent Names Many Reasons
Why join a Homemakers'
Club? And what is it, anyhow?
Catherine C. Thompson, Ful-
ton County Home Economics
Extension Agent, has the an-
swers to those questions:
." "Homemakers Clubs are
made up of women of all ages
who want to improve their
homemaking skills, have a say
in community affairs, change
their family's living style, or
do a better job of raising their
children."
That sounds pretty far-reach-
ing, pretty idealistic, doesn't
it?
"Well," says Mrs. Thompson,
"Let's get down to some of the
very personal reasons why wo-
men join a Homemakers
Club." .
"One woman joins because
she's new to the community
and is lonely."
"A new bride joins because
she has so many things to
learn about homemaking and
she knows that these Extension
clubs can help her."
"Another woman joins be-
cause a friend belongs and
she's heard they're going to
have a workshop on making
children's cloths or planning
low-cost meals."
"A fourth woman is getting
ready to re-do her kitchen and
has been told the county home
agent is teaching a kitchen-re-
modeling lesson."
"Another homemaker is des-
perately concerned about a son
or daughter caught up in the
drug scene. She hopes thit the
Dogwood Tour
At Cape Park
The Annual Trail of Tears
State Park Dogwood Tour will
be held on Sunday, April 26th,
from 12:00 noon until 5:00
p. m.
An information booth will be
set up by the Jaycees and the
Chamber of Commerce at the
intersection of Broadway and
Perry Avenue in Cape Girar-
deau, Missouri.
Tour maps and copies of the
"Legend of the Dogwood" will
be available at the booth.
Orange arrows will malt the
tour.
The Trail of Tears State Park
is a rugged area where the
Cherokee Nation crossed the
river in its forced pilgrimage
from North Carolina to Okla-
homa. A road nearly 2 miles
long was built between the lake
and the lower drive. This road
has one of the most profuse
and spectacular displays of
dogwood in the midwest and at-
tracts thousands of viewers an-
nually.
Over 1500 cars are expected
to tour the park on the April
26th Sunday when the dogwood
will be nearest the height of
their bloom.
TO OKLAHOMA
Mrs. Florence Knighton, a
member of the First Baptist
Church here since 1915 and its
church hostess, was honored
by members Sunday with a
basket dinner in Fellowship
Hall. She moved Wednesday to
Oklahoma City to make her
home with her daughter, Mn.
Bryce Petrie.
SURVEY UNDERWAY
A consumer trade survey by
the Marketing I class of South
Fulton high school is imderway
in the twin cities this week by
telephone, on behalf of the Re-
tail Merchants Bureau
club's exploration of drug use
and abuse can help put her
and her husband in touch with
ways to cope with the prob-
lem."
"Right now, there are 16
Homemaker groups in Fulton
County, with a total of 296
members. Each club is what
its =anthers make it. They
plan their own programs, make
use of specially-trained volun-
teer leaders, and specialists
from the University of Ken-
tucky in carrying out these
programs."
County home agents are
available to other homemakers
in the community, too, the
home economist explains. Lots
of women just aren't joiners,
or they feel they just don't
have the energy to take on one
more activity. Many women
are holding down full-time jobs
and jealously guard what little
time is left to spend with their
families. Others have need of
some personalized professional
help from time to time on cer-
tain problems.
"We have many homemaking
publications these women
would find helpful. They are
free of charge, can be looked
over and picked up at the Coun-
ty Extension Office, located in
Hickman, Kentucky. They in-
clude a wide variety of sub-
jects and skills such as: time
and money management, cloth-
ing construction and ,buyman-
ship, foods and nutrition, hous-
ing and home furnishings,
landscaping, 'home gardening, ' Art Guildand many more."
Mrs. Bynum Is
Honored At
A Sunday Tea
On Sunday afternoon, April
19. Mrs. Bobby Bynum, a re-
cent bride, was honored with a
tea in the home of Mrs. J. T.
Burrow on the Ruthville Road.
Co-hostesses for the occasion
were Miss Susan Burrow, Mrs.
Charles Burrow, and Mrs. Paul
Blaylock.
The honoree wore a figured
satin double knit, with a gift
corsage of yellow carnations.
Receiving the guests with
Mrs. Bynum were her mother,
Mrs. Mae Burrow, and Mrs.
C. R. Bynum, mother of the
groom. Miss Susan Burrow
presided at the register.
The hostesses' gift was a din-
ner plate in the honoree's
chosen pattern.
Refreshments were served
from a beautifully appointed
table, centered with an ar-
rangement of pink carnations
in a silver compote. Silver can-
delabra with white tapers
flanked the centerpiece. Assist-
ing in serving were Miss Elea-
nor Jones, Miss Susan Carol
Warren, Miss Marilyn Hardy,
and Miss Suzette McMorries.
Bouquets of spring flowers
were used throughout the
house.
Approximately seventy-five
guests called between the
hours of two and five.
Eighty Take
. ,Surprise Trip
On Wednesday
Taking a trip this time of the
year when dogwoods, redbuds,
etc. are blooming is always
fun, 'but when 80 members of
the Fulton County Homemak-
ers boarded the two chartered
buses, Wednesday, April 22, at
8:00 a. m. in front of the High-
land Lumber Company for
their Annual Surpaise Spring
Tour, that's real fun.
This tour was planned by a
committee composed of Mrs.
James E. Heeler, Miss Louise
Maddox, Miss Alice Sowell and
Catherine C. Thompson, Fulton
County Extension Agent in
Home Economics, and they
were the only ones knowing the
places to be visited and the
program planned for the lunch-
eon.
Tryouts Are
Announced For
Kenlake Play
A new play, "Rameses" —
the story of Moses, is scheduled
to open for a summer run at
the Kenlake Amphitheatre Fri-
day night June 12, and audi-
tions for the 28 roles will be
held at noon on Saturdays and
Sundays, April 25-6 and May
2-3.
The play's producer, Frank
Gonzales, announced this week
that the auditions will be held
at the Amphitheatre site in
Kenlake State Park, Phillip
Padgett, the director, told The
News this week that he is es-
pecially seeking school teach-
ers, college
-age young people,
adults and senior high school
students.
The story concerns that por-
tion of Moses' life as it relates
to the Pharoah, Rameses II,
and is full of pageantry, mag-
nificent sets and 'beautiful cos-
tumes.
The play is scheduled to run
every night except Wednesdays
through Labor Day, September7.
Local Wives
Take Pacific Trip
Carhie Lou Bolin Bowers re-
turned to Fulton Sunday night,
April 18, after a week's stay in
Honolulu with her husband,
Amn. 1-C Jim Powers, who
was on B&B leave from Sai-
gon
Carbie was accompanied to
Honolulu by Belinda Newton
Kimbell, who was enroute to
Japan to join her husband. Sgt.
Gayle Kimbell, presently lo-
cated at Missawa Air Force
Base.
Hears Union
City Speaker
The April meeting of the
Fulton-South Fulton Art Guild
was held Monday night, April
21, at 7:30 at the Woman's
Club.
Jack Burchard, artist and
owner of the Hobby Shop in
Union City, was the speaker.
Mr. Burehard gave an inter-
esting and informative talk on
the process and history of De'-
coupage, an art form particu-
larly popular at present. Mr.
Burchard said that De'coupage
was begun in Venice, Italy in
the 17th century, died out at
the end of the 18th century and
was revived in 1900. To illus-
trate his discussion of the pro-
cesses involved in making
De'coupage, Mr. Bus-chard had
on display beautiful examples
of this work.
Preceding the program, Mrs.
Hendon Wright presided over
a short business session. She
told of the excellent work be-
ing done in the art classes for
children, which are being held
every Saturday during April.
Plans were completed for the
Art Guild's sidewalk show,
which will be held on May 9 at
the Southland Shopping Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Alan Taylor
Sherry Milstead, Tony Taylor
Are United In Marriage
The wedding of Miss Sherry Lee Milstead
and Sgt. Tony Alan Taylor was solemnized on
Sunday, April 5, in the parlor of the First Baptist
Church of Fulton. The Reverend Thurmond
Skaggs, a cousin of the bride, from Tallapoosa,
Georgia, performed the double-ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford L. Milstead of Fulton. The groom islthe
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Taylor of South Fulton.
Preceding the ceremony, a
program of nuptial music was
presented by Miss Cathy Hy-
land, organist, and Mrs. Jim
Newton, soloist.
The vows were exchanged
before a mantle of pink gladi-
oli and flanked with spiral can-
delabra holding pink burning
tapers. A fern ball of jade
greenery was at the base of
each candelabra.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a street-
length bridal gown featuring a
lace cage effect with scalloped
neck and hem over a fitted
bodice of peau de soie. Lace
sleeves that tapered to points at
the wrists were fastened with
covered butons. She wore a
shoulder-length veil of illusion
secured to a cluster of lace
leaves and seed pearls, and her
bridal 'bouquet was of steph-
anotis and pink rosebuds with
white streamers tied in love
knots.
Mrs. Henry Holland, Jr.,
cousin of the bride, from Cal-
houn, Georgia, served as Ma-
tron of Honor. She wore a
street-length dress of pink silk
featuring an A-line skirt and
cowl neckline. Her headpiece
was a Dior bow of the same
material. She carried a small
Colonial nosegay of white
pompons and a single pink
rose.
Attending the groom as best
man was his brother, Tommy
Taylor. Ushers were Henry
Holland, Jr., of Calhoun,
Georgia, and David Thorpe.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Milstead wore a mint
green dress of silk with match-
ing accessories. She wore a
corsage of yellow cymbidium
orchids.
Mrs. Taylor, Mother of the
groom, wore a pale blue knit
dress with beige accessories.
Her corsage was of white cym-
bidium orchids.
Following the ceremony, a
' Champagne Lady
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Coming To Jackson
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
April 24: Ronnie Burrow,Roy Mac Reams; April 25:
Gibert Bowlin, Dave Peterson,Paula Whitlock; April 26: Mrs.
Charles Fields, Ray Wright;
April 27: Gwen Browder,
Judy Neely, Petrie Sue Hie Its.
Victor Medley; April 28: James
Wall; April 29: Jimmy Rod-ker, Richard Caldwell; April
30: Greg Wheeler, David
Wiley,
I I
Kentuckians who are fans of
Norma Zimmer are invited to
hear 'her perform in Jackson,
Tennessee. To open the Tenth
'Season of the Jackson Sym-
phony Orchestra a gala concert
has been planned for Saturday,
May 16th at 8 p. m. in the
Jackson Coliseum.
Norma Zimmer, the Cham-
pagne Lady from ABC's Law-
rence Welk Show, will be fea-
tured with the Orchestra on
this occasion. Norma will be
singing many of her most-re-
quested hits.
reception was held at the
church, with Mrs. Steve Partin
of 'Murray, Kentucky, presiding
at the guest register. Assisting
with the serving were Mrs.
Jim Newton, Miss Linda Ar-
rington, and Mrs. Wallace Py-
ron and Mrs. Herbert Gay,
cousins of the bride, from
Natches, Miss.
For her wedding trip, the
bride wore an aqua linen dress
with black patent accessories.
A corsage of pink rosebuds
from her bridal bouquet was
pinned at her shoulder.
Orientation Day
Announced At UTM
High school seniors entering
The University of Tennessee at
Martin during the 1970-71 acad-
emic year and their parents
will be on the UTM campus
Saturday, April 25, for a one-
day orientation program.
According to Henry C. Alli-
son, CI% dean of admissions
and records, approximately
260-students who have been ac-
cepted for entrance at the Uni-
versity will participate in the
program„ Three hundred par-
ents also are expected to be
',trent for the orientation pro-
gram.
Harris Wins
Television At
Southside Drug
Howard Harris of Dukedom
was the winner of the 19" Pan-
asonic portable TV, the grand
prize at Southside Drug Com-
pany's grand opening on Fri-
day and Saturday. April 17-18,
his name being drawn as win-
ner on Saturday night. Ruth
Ann Bumette Fahl's name was
drawn for the beautiful woven
bedspread.
Winners of prizes during the
two days, when a name was
drawn each hour, were:
Steve Pickle, Super-8 movie
camera; Mary Swann Bushell,
Insta m a tic camera; Vodie
Murphy, Mrs. Dawson Huddles-
ton, Polaroid camera; W. H.
Heath, Mrs. Cloyce Veatch,
Mrs. Travis Slayden, Polaroid
Swinger camera; Mrs. Vangie°
Neely, Polaroid land camera;
Nancy McConnell, Kodak 124;
Linda Patrick, Maude Morris,
Anna Belle Edwards, Mrs.
Buddy Carver, Mrs. Clyde Wil-
liams, Sr., Fling hose; Mildred
Williams, make-up kit; Lucille
Matheny, Gertrude Murphey,
Dessie McGowan, Mrs. J. T.
Willey, Mrs. Dale Chaney,
Joyce Henderson, Butane cigar-
ette lighter; Kenneth Cruse
Chap-am and Sergeant set;
Also, E. H. Bradley, Maude
Dedmon, Pearl Eudy, Larry
Howard of Memphis, Mrs.
Lillie Dawes, Andy Work-
man, Johnson's First' Aid
kit; Mrs. Robert Whitesell.
Vick's set; Mrs. Gaylon R.
Jackson, radio-record player
combinatica; Peggy McConnell,
Lady Sunbeam electric razor;
Susan Moore, Melamine set of
dishes, service for six; Mildred
Williams, Arex cosmetic kit;
Guinell Tucker, transistor
radio and record player com-
bination; Finis Vancil, Max-
well toilet set.
Raymond Hicks won a
Timex $12.95 watch, and M. C.
Wilbardcs won a $5.00 bill each
in a grab bag.
Mrs. Maggie Rawls, 98, was
the oldest person attending the
opening and was awarded a
pair of Fling support hose.
Officers Will Be
Installed Today
The West Fulton PTA will
hold its final 'meeting of the
year tonight (Thursday) at 7:30
in the Carr gym with the pub-
lic invited.
New officers for the year
will be installed with Mrs. Rob-
ert Whitesell, President, con-
ducting the business session.
New officers, nominated by the
executive Board at 'their lunch-
eon April 16, include:
President, Mrs. Max Mc-
Dade; Vice President, Mrs.
Michael Homra; Mrs. Robert
Whitesell, second Vice Presi-
dent; Secretary, Mrs. Bob
Peterson; Treaswer, Mrs. 
JamesGreen.
A variety program of music
and gymnastics is also sched-
uled.
Welcoming the hundreds of friends who called to extend greet-
ings to **owners of the Southside Drug Company on their gala
opening day last Saturday were, left to right, cashier Marjorie
Lowry, Charles Wade Andrews and Mrs. Andrews.
around a circular tier at the new Southside Drug Corn-
,Lynn Andrews, front left, is mtghty proud as she shows a
group of young people all the interesting piggy banks for sale at
her daddy's drug s'ore. Lynn is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wade Andrews.
Drawing the lucky number that brought a beautiful television to
Howard Harris is little Lynne Andrews. At left is Mrs. Hendon
Wright, whose husband is senior partner in the Southside Drug
Company. The ladies in the background 'were eager to hear the
winning number.
SECOND PLACE WINNER
Valerie Haakenson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Gordon
of Fulton Route 1, a student at
Fulgham school, won second
place in the Hickman County
elementary school spelling bee
this month.
FARM BUREAU PICNIC
August 12 has been selected
as the date for the annual Ful-
ton County Farm Bureau pic-
nic, which will be a barbecue
lunch and FHA style show at
the Union C. P. Church west
of Felton.
Dear Ann Landers: You
frequently stand up for down-
trodden groups such as tele-
phone operators, waitrmes and
office janitiois. Will you please
speak up in behalf of the data
processing people?
I've been a data processor
for four years and am sick to
death of bum jokes about com-
puters and the people who
operate them. Hardly a day
goes by that we don't hear
someone knock "those damned
computers" for fouling up a
bill or reducing bill-MEW to
numbers.
Numbers are a lot more per-
sonal than names. There are
thousands of John Joneses or
Rill Smiths but there is only
one 419728651.
The next time a computer
messee You or, wek Yourself
these quagions: Did you fill
out the form properly? Did you
write legibly? Did you bend,
foki, spindle, Maple or mutilate
the card? Everyone ought to
tilotfrt .2ancie44
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
work in a computer room for
one day and see what can hap-
pen when one person fails to
follow a simple set of instruc-
tions. A single bent card can
jam up two million dollars
worth of equipment for hours.
Thanks for letting me speak
my piece.—Char in Champaign
Dear Char: It's reassuring
to know that humans actually
operate those monsters. I had
the feeling computerized bids
were sent out by computers. If
it's all the same to you, Char,
I'd rather be one of the thou-
sands of Mary Joneses than the
only 410728651.
Dear Ann Landers: Your re-
ply to Big Q burned me up, to
say the least. Ail my life I've
heard it esid the female is the
big loser in the game called un-
marked love. Bow *bout the
guy who gets booked by a dame
he wouldn't be meat with in
public; let atone marry, if her
old man hadn't stuck a gun in
his ribs? I'm one of those guys
and I can tell you it's a lousy
life. The girl I married had
nothing going for her but
round heels. No one has ex-
pressed one wood of sympathy
for me, or for the thousands of
other suckers who got trapped
the same way. Be fair, will
you please?—Ed of El Paso
Dear Ed: The stakes can be
high when you play with
matches — especially if the
match is no match. From your
letter it doesn't sound like your
-vile get much of a bargain,
either, Bob.
Dear Ann Landers: My hus-
band is a great writer. Of
checks, that is, The problem is
that frequently he doesn't have
enough money in the bank to
cover himsc. If .
I'm worn out from the tele-
phone calls. At least three
times a month I brie in run
around like crazy, borrowing
from 'amity and friends to
make his cheeks good.
I've tried to reason with him
but it's useless. He excuses
himseif by saying, "This is
my only weakness. I don't
smoke, drink, gamble or chase
women. Be satisfied." Any ad-
vice?—Melancholy Baby
Derr Mel: Since it's his
weakness, let him deal with it.
From now no when a telephone
call comes, instruct the party
to call HIM. Let him run
around town like crazy, bor-
rowing from family and
friends. He might then decide
to keep track of what he has in
the bank before be writes
checks.
What awaits you on the other
side of the marriage veil? How
can you be sure your marriage
will work? Read Ann Landers'
boolslet 
— What To
Exiled." Send your request to
Am Landers in core Of Year
newspaper ceSkirdng gOc in coin
and a long, saltaiddressed
stamped envellope.
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It May Not Be Perfect, But Our American
System Of Government Is The Best Yet Devised
We would/like to add our
"Amen" to the following article
tha? we rec/eived in the mail over
the weekend. If any of our readers
disagree with its conclusion, our
"Let*r to the Editor" column is
open and available for their re-
huttal: ed.
"Lately, I have been giving
some thought to the fundamentals
of our American system of gov-
ernment. Obviously, our system
has some good things going for it,
since ours is the oldest continuous
government in the world. On the
other hand, it has its flaws; other-
wise, we wouldn't have all the con-
troversy that we have.
"The first thing that comes to
mind is that our democratic sys-
tem is not really a democracy in
the true sense of the word. This
word literally means people-rule.
To have a true democracy, every
citizen would have to participate
directly in every governmental
decision. All the citizens would
have to vote on all the laws, on
how to carry out these laws, and
on every judicial decision. In other
words, every legislative, execu-
tive, and judicial decision would
be determined by a majority vote
of all the people.
"Since our country has more
than 200 million persons, a refe-
rendum on every governmental
decision is impossible. Even if we
had only one million citizens, it
would be impossible, for the busi-
ness of government is a full timejob, believe me. If everyone spent
the time necessary to make know-
ledgeable decisions, there would
be no one to carry on the other es-
sential work. For example, if our
doctors spent all their time study-
ing legislation in order to cast re-
sponsible votes, they would have
no time left to practice medicine.
"Since a true democracy is
impossible and even undersirable,
we have established a republic.
We have invested certain people
with the authority to make our
governmental decisions for us.
Periodically, we have elections to
determine democratically who
these people will be. So instead of
having a true democracy, we have
a democratic republic. This sys-
tem has served us well for nearly
two
-hundred years, but it is not
perfect by any means.
"If our system was perfect, I
suppose we would be generally
satisfied with it all of the time.
However, we are often dissatisfied
with it when it fails to produce
the results we want. It may fail to
produce desirable results for many
reasons. Our elected representa-
tives can and do make mistakes injudgment. They may legislate the
wrong laws because of self-inter-
est, because of pressure from the
voters, because of an unwilling-
ness to put forth the effort to truly
understand the consequences of
legislation, or because of honest
misjudgment. It is also possible
that the voters are dissatified be-
cause they do not really under-
stand particular laws.
"For our system to produce
the best results all the time, not
only our elected officials but also
the electorate would have to poss-
ess the ability to reason, a fairly
good education, an absence of self-
ishness, the willingness to act in
good faith, and the willingness to
put forth the study necessary to
truly understand the issues. Even
then controversy and discontent
would result.
"Considering what our sys-
tem is and what it is not, what
then is the obligation of our elect-
ed officials? As I personally see it,
the representative's job is to cast
his vote as he feels the majority of
the people he represents would
cast theirs if they were in his
shoes. There is room for error in
this view, of course, but I know of
no better alternative.
"Our American system of
government has its flaws, some of
them very serious. Yet to my
knowledge no civilization has ever
found a better one. Until I know
of a better system, I am willing to
settle for the one we have."
—Ed Jones, Congressman,
Tenn. 8th District
Have You Made Your Derby Choice Yet?
The Big Race Is Coming Up May 2
(Continued from page One)
he's most unlikely to be a she,
since only one filly has ever won
the race. Geldings don't do too
well, either. Only seven of these
have won.
A horse's color may have
some effect, also. Only three greys
have ever won the Derby, four
blacks and fourteen browns.
Chestnuts come next with 30
wins, but the bays have won 44
times.—That might be, of course,
because there are so many more
bays and so few greys.
Better think twice if you are
inclined toward an odds-on favor-
ite.—That's when the odds are less
than even money. There have
been 27 such top-heavy favorites
in the past, but only 15 of them
won. Eight ran second and the
others ran out of the money.
Himyar went to the post at 1
to 3 in 1878, the shortest odds
favorite in 90 years.—He finished
second. Court Fleet and Citation
each won and paid 40c on the dol-
lar. The longest odds ever paid on
Second-class postage paid at Fulton, Ky.
42041
Address all mall (subscription% change of
address. Forms 31174) to Post Mee lox 147
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rates: $3.1111 per year In Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Coo/dies, Ky., and Olden
and Wealdey Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere
throughout Ni. United States $4.40 per year.
Kentucky Subeerlbers meat add PA Fobs
Tax.
a Derby winner was the $184.90
on Donnerail in 1913.
The only legal way you can
bet on a horserace in Kentucky is
through a pari-mutuel at the
track. But bookmakers used to be
legal and they operated right at
the race course. Then in 1908 a
political feud resulted in a law
that banned the bookies and hoped
to put Churchill Downs out of
business. Matt Wynn, however,
the Downs' flamboyant and re-
sourceful manager, discovered a
loophole in the law, tracked down
half a dozen of the French total-
zing machines and thus gave the
pari-mutuel system a permanent
home in Louisville.
The money you share with
the owners of other winning tick-
ets comes from the win, place and
show pools. It represents 86c out
of every dollar you bet. Of the
other 14c, four goes to the state
treasury and ten to the track.
Know how much money we
are talking about?-0n Derby
Day in 1969 more than $6,100,000
was bet at Churchill Downs. And
more than $2,625,000 of that was
bet on the Derby.
Everybody connected with
Churchill Downs is on your side.
They all want to see you win.
They are pulling for you and they
ask only one thing in return. As
you lug your money to the bank,
they ask you to please tell people
where you got it.
THE PHARISEE
I close my eyes and do not see
The pleading hands outstretched to me;
My deafened ears can hardly hear
The moan of poverty and fear;
My feet, protesting, must walk fast,
If by some chance I venture past
These pleading hands, these hopeless voices.
No need to make such painful choices,
Nor need I ever heed the cry -
There, but for the grace of God, go I!
— Margar.et B. Allen
Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford
ANSWERS
THE
PEOPLE
Your questions relating to tne Commonwealth of Kentucky will be
answered. Write Governor Ford at Frankfort, icy.
R. S. C., a resident of south-
central Kentucky, inquires,
'What would be involved in
getting a vocational school for
a community? In recent years
our town has acquired a mod-
ern water and sewage system,
a hospital and land for an in-
dustrial park, but it's still
FULTON'S
jllmoarry Comm-
BY LUCY DANIEL
SECOND GREATEST IN-
VENTION, by Eleanor Cly-
mer. Who were the first farm-
ers? When did man first learn
to farm? How did he make the
great leap from the nomadic
life of a hunter and food gath-
erer to that of a civilized dwell-
er of settled communities? The
author's skillful exploration of
these intriguing questions,
which leads to some surprising
answers, makes this book an
exciting scientific mystery.
FORMULAS, METHODS,
TIPS AND DATA, by, Kenneth
M. Swezey. If a householder
had to settle for only one book
in the how-to-do-it library, this
would be it: It's the most com-
prehensive book of its kind
ever published. It contains
thousands of formulas, expert
methods, calculations, conver-
sions, plus tables of informa-
tion for nearly every activity
in the home and home work-
shop.
THE TEEN-AGER'S MENU
COOKBOOK, by Charlotte
Adams. The cooking novice of
any age will welcome these
step-by-step directions for the
preparation of complete meals.
the simple, yet imaginative
menus are suitable for a wide
range of occasions, festive as
well as everyday. Instructions
for each meal include a precise
schedule for the order of work,
with the timing for the prepara-
tion, cooking and serving of
the food. Even a beginner can
follow the easy-to-follow di-
rections and recipes.
KENTUCKY POLITICS, by
Malcolm Jewell. Kentuckians
have long prided themselves on
their tradition of colorful and
unpredictable politics, and
many of them doubtless saw in
the election of a Republican
governor in 1967—the first to be
elected to that office in twenty-
four years—but another in-
stance of this tradition. To the
authors of this study, however,
that election portends a signifi-
cant trend for the Common-
wealth's political structure, and
here they offer a much-needed
description and analysis of re-
cent Kentucky politics, looking
toward future developments
and emphasizing the revival of
a competitive two-party sys-
tem.
TEMPLE ON A HILL, by
Anne Rockwell, The Parthenon
is pne of the most familiar
buildings in the world. People
know it when they see it in a
picture because of its loca-
tion--on top of a hill in the city
of Athens—because of its size
and shape, and because of its
beauty. This great temple was
built after the city-state of
Athens had won a great war
against the Persians, but had
been left with a ruined city.
This is the story of the build-
ing of that temple.
ROGUE'S GALLERY, by
Waiter Gibson, ed. These stor-
ies represent a wide range of
mystery and detective fiction
by some of the finest writers
in the field. There are intui-
tive -sleuths; such as Agatha.
Christie's Hercule Poirot.
There are slightly-reformed
criminals, such as E. W. Horn-
sung's Raffles. There are
scientific detectives, private
eyes both hardboiled and soft,
secret agents, and anonymous
cops on the beat. There are
also such unlikely investigators
as a carnival fortune teller
alias Swami and a school-
teacher (Ifildegarde Withers).
INTRODUCING SOFT TOY
MAKING, by Delphine David-
son. An illustration, pattern
and full instructions for mak-
ing up go tvith each to:,. These
include: Mouse: Hem Pigeon:
Scottie Dog: Great Twit: Pig;
Elephant:, Snowman: Fish:
Hedgehog: etc. The simpleA
patterns are suitable for chil-
dren. the more difficult for
those who have already done
souse toy-making. All the toys
have been designed to be eco-
nomical both of time and ma-
trials. all are as attractive
and lovable in themselves as
soft toys should be. The book
opens with some general in-
structions on toy-making, -and
concludes with a bibliography
and a list of names and ad-
dresses where materials may
be obtained.
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock
TWENTY YEARS AGO
April 21, 1950
A new ruling curtailing certain general ser-
vice of the Post Office Department throughout
the nation will cause Fulton residential deliver-
ies, heretofore made twice daily, to be cut to one
per day, announced Jack Carter, Postmaster, to-
day. City carriers will leave the local postoffice
at 8 a. m., and the morning delivery will be the
only one each day.
A new Hammond organ at the Palestine
Methodist Church, was a gift to the church from
Paul Pewitt, son of the late Hayes and Mary Pew-
itt, and was given to the church in their memory.
Paul has been gone from his home county (Ful-
ton) for many years, now residing in Longview,
Texas, but he has certainly not broken the ties
that bind him to his native home and the people
he loves.
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., was installed as presi-
dent of the West Fulton Parent-Teacher Associa-
tion Tuesday afternoon to serve her second suc-
cessful year as president of that group. Other of-
ficers installed were: Mrs. Ward Bushart, vice
president; Mrs. Leonard Allen, secretary, and
Mrs. Robert Binford, treasurer.
"Beauty and the Beef", the senior class play
at FHS, will be presented next Friday night,
April 28, in Carr Institute auditorium. Patsy
Green as "Ginny" Allen, and Jack Thorpe as
"Beef", are cast in the leading roles.
For the second time in the history of the
Fulton High School a graduate is completing the
four-year course of study with a perfect average
of all "A's". The second student so honored is
Jerry Atkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Smith Atkins,
whoe four-year average is 3.000, thus making him
valedictorian of the 1950 graduating class. Run-
ner-up student is Mary Ann Brady, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brady of Route 1, Fulton,
who received an average of 2.8571 and will be
salutatorian.
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas Stapleton, of
Memphis, announce the engegement of their dau-
ghter, Miss Grace Lou Stapleton, to Athlyn Ed-
ward Willingham, of Memphis and Fulton, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Tyler Boaz of Fulton. Mr.
Willingham was graduated from Fulton High
School and attended the University of Kentucky
at Lexington. He is associated in business with
the Lincoln and Mercury Division of the Ford
Motor Company in Memphis.
Mrs. M. W. Haws left Wednesday for Ben-
ton, Ky. She is a member of the committee of the
Southern Association of Secondary Schools and
Colleges, which is evaluating Benton High School
this week.
Miss Bethel Travathan, 14, daughter of R. A.
Trevathan of South Fulton, eighth grade pupil in
South Fulton, was crowned champion speller of
Obion County in the annual Obion County Spell-
ing Bee.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
April 24, 1925
The Peoples Hardware Company, successors
to Campbell and Jones Hardware Company, is a
new businegs,firm for Fulton, Officers of the new
company include W. W. Batts, president; P. C.
Jones, secretary; S. B. McAlister, treasurer, and
J. H. Campbell, manager. The firm will handle
implements, wagons, buggies, harnesses, crock-
ery, glassware, field seed, etc. Mr. Batts has re-
presented the Oliver Chilled Plow Company in
this section for the past nine years.
Members of the Rice City Methodist Church
started a campaign to obtain funds with which to
erect a house of worship. J. J. 0,wen is at the
head of the movement.
Sebra Evans and the following members of
his orchestra went to Crutchfield to play for an
entertainment: P. A. Barnes, Sam DeMyer, Rob-
ert DeMyer, Virgil Brown, Claud Shelby, George
Vaughn, Hardy Roberts and Mr. Speeds.
Mrs. Helen Carmon Mayhew of Beelerton, a
bride of two weeks, died in Nashville while on
her wedding trip in the south. Services were held
Saturday at Sandy Branch.
Fire Chief Lee Roberts and his crew did he-
roic work Monday morning in extinguishing a
bad fire in the Paul DeMyer Grocery Store on
4th Street.
Sousa's Kitchen Kabinet Band gave a de-
lightful entertainment at Cayce last week end.
The group is made up of ladies of the Hickman
PTA.
tough to get industry. Our peo-
ple need training for industry
jobs."
Dear Mr. C.: The first step
toward a vocational school is
for the district or county board
of education to contact the
Bureau of Vocational Educa-
tion. Department of Education,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. (Dr.
Carl F'. Lamar is bureau di-
rector.) The district board will
he asked for certain specific
information, such as economic
conditions in the community.
employment levels, and ability
to furnish local share of costs.
The Bureau reviews this infor-
mation and recommends to the
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction whether' the state
can and should participate.
The Superintendent makes a
recommendation to the State
Board of Education, which
makes the decision.
There are two types of vo-
cidional training facilities:
Area schools are built. equip-
ped and operated by state a nil
fctiera I funds. 'Solt ucky has 13
arc's schools.
Extension centers are financ-
ed by a combination of fed-
eral. state and local funds.
Thirty-eight extension centers
are now in operation. In Ap-
palachian counties, the local
school district usually must
furnish 20 per cent of the build-
ing cost: in other counties, the
local share is usually 50 per
cent. Depending on the number
of students, the vocational
school often serves more than
one county.
A vocational school is a tre-
mendous help in attracting in-
dustry and in helping people
qualify for jobs. Presently, vo-
cational training is available
to only about 15 percent of
Kentucky's high school stu-
dents and a small fraction of
adults. Such training should be
available to over four times
this many, so we need more
vocational schools in Ken-
tucky.
Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
Mrs. C. T. L., of Louisville.
writes: "Like many others, I
am interested in ways to cope
with our litter problem.
"I suggest enlisting each
housewife (and others) in pick-
ing up each piece of trash on
her property and as much other
territory as possible. To give
dignity and recognition, each
person would be asked to wear
green gloves while working on
the project — gloves bought at
their own expense. If the idea
really caught on, however, the
gloves could be ordered by
Garden Clubs. Senior Citizen
Clubs and other civic organiza-
tions in large quantity so that
one small expense would be the
only cost involved. The project
could be called 'Green Gloves'
or something si:nilar."
Dear Mrs. L.: Your sugges-
tion is excellent and may at-
tract more help to cleanmp
campaigns. Fortunately, many
people are becoming concerned
over the pollution of air and
water, and one of the other im-
portant things is to have pride
in clean streets and pretty
yards.
I have brought your idea to
the attention of Kentucky's
Garden Club President, Home-
makers' Club President and
others who are interested.
Many thanks for the sugges-
tion.
Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
Mobile Horn's!
Ethiopia's nomadic Danakil
tribesmen build mobile homes
using brushwood, goatskins,
and straw mats. When water
and forage run short, a family
simply bundles the collapsible
shelter onto a camel and moves
on, National Geographic says.
"Nemo" Williams
Funeral services for Glenn
D. (Nemo) Williams were held
'Saturday afternoon in Horn-
beak Funeral Home chapel,
with Rev. Gerald Stow, pas-
tor of the South Fulton Bap-
tist Church, officiating. Burial
o as in Greenlea Cemetery.
Mr. Williams, 44, died sud-
denly Thursday night, April
16. ..following a heart attack at
his home, 209 Reed Street in
Fulton.
He was born in Fulton Coun-
ty, the son of the late Claude
and Erean Crutchfield Wil-
liams, and had lived in Fulton
his entire life. He was Fulton
Fire Chief, which position he
had held for the past 19 years.
He was a member of the First
Baptist Church and the Young
Men's Business Club.
Surviving are his wife, the
former Helen Wood; one dau-
ghter, Mrs. Sally Turbeville of
Route 3, Fulton; one son, Bob-
by, a 7th grade student in Ful-
ton; one brother, Lowell Wil-
liams, of Grenada, Miss., and
one sister, Mrs. James Hicks of
Fulton.
Mrs. Mary Wilds
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mary Novella Lane Wilds were
held Saturday afternoon, April
18. in the Water Valley Pente-
costal Church, with Bro. Wayne
Owen and Bro. Johnny Whit-
stone of Paducah officiating.
Burial was in Oak Grove
Cemetery and Jackson Fun.
cl Home, of Dukcat,m. was
in chin ge of arrangements.
Mrs. Wilds, 6.1, died in the
Wcstrrn Ili:Mist Hospital at
Pailacali on Thursday, April
lo. following a short illness.
was horn in Princeton,
Ky.. the daughter of the late
Gcorge Patrick and Effie Don
Lane. She was the widow of
Loyd Wilds and lived on Route
1. Dukedom. She was a mem-
ber of the Water Valley Pente-
costal Church.
Surviving are two sons, Joe
and Jimmy Lane Wilds of
Route 1, Dukedom; two dau-
ghters, Mrs. Howard Wade of
Water Valley and Mrs. Wilson
Holt of Route 4, Dresden; eight
brothers, Randolph and Johnny
Lane of Detroit, Russell, Frank
and Raymond Lane of Prince-
ton, B. J. Lane of San Diego,
Walton Lane of Paducah and
Howard Lane of Evansville.
Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Carl
Johnson of Princeton, and
eight grandchildren.
B. G. Hale
Benjamin Guy Hale died in
the Obion County Nursing
Home in Union City on Thurs-
day. April 16. He had been a
resident of the nursing home
for nearly a year.
Funeral services were held
Saturday, Apr, ) 18, in St.
Paul's Episcopal Church in
Hickman, with Rev. Robert
Layne officiating. Burial, in
charge of Barrett Funeral
Home at Hickman, was in the
- Hickman City Cemetery.
Mr. Hale, 82, had lived in
Hickman most of his life and
was a retired lumber dealer,
laving owned and operated the
Hickman Lumber Company
until he retired in 1965.
He was an active member of
St. Paul's Episcopal Church, a
-charter member of the Hick-
man Masonic Lodge No. 761
and served as secretary of the
Fulton County Board of Edu-
cation for many years.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Annie Ccnvgill Hale; two sons,
Benjamin Guy Hale, Jr., and
Warwick Hale, both of Hick-
man; one sister, Mrs. Henry
Sanger of Hickman; three
grandchildren, Mrs. Max Mc-
Dade of Fulton, Warwick Hale,
Jr., of Lexington and Mrs.
Susan Dubberly of Morton.
Texas; and seven great-grand-
children.
Mrs. Whayne
Funeral services for Mrs.
Virginia Whayne, of Clinton,
were held in Hopkins and-
Brown Funeral chapel at Clin-
ton Sunday afternoon, April
19, with Rev. John Deal of-
ficiating. Burial was in Oak-
wood Cemetery.
Mrs. Whayne, 90, died Thurs-
day, April 16, in the Clinton-
II iek m a n County Hospital.
Surviving are two sons, Dr.
Tom French Whayne of Lex-
ington and Dr. Harry U.
Whayne of Vienna. Va.; two
daughters, Mrs Mary Lee
Roberts of Route 4, Clinton,
and Mrs. Virginia Sue Florence
of Louisville; seven grandchil-
dren and six great-grandchil-
dren.
D. P. Gibbs
Deveraux Pierce Gibbs died
on Wed...Any, April 15, in the
Obion County Hospital at
Union City, where he had been
a patient six weeks.
Funeral services were held
on Friday, April 17, in the First
Christian Church at Hickman,
with, Rev. N. T. Patton and
Heir. Wallizer officiating.
Mr. Gibbs, 71, was born in
Obion County, the son of the
late William and Ida Cook
Gibbs. He was a retired farm-
er and lived in Hickman. He
was a veteran of World Wars
I and II.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Vada Gibbs and one sister,
Mrs. Harrie Hamil of Union
City.
G. S. Hutchens
Gerald Charles Hutchens
died Sunday afternoon, April
19, at his home in Dresden. -
Funeral services were held
Tuesday, April 21, in Hornbeak
Funeral Home Chapel, with
Rev. James Best, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, officiat-
ing. Burial was in Chapel Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Hutchens, 65, a native of
Obion County and a retired ma-
chine operator, was the son of
the late Charles E. and Lena
Owens Hutchens. Ile retired
four years ago as an employee
of the Budd Company in De-
troit and moved back to this
area.
Surviving are one son, James
Hutchens. and four grand-
children of Greeley, Colorado;
one sister, Mrs. Jim Duncan
of McCollum, Texas, and two
brothers. Leon Hutchens of
South Fulton and M. D. Hutch-
ens of Detroit.
Mrs. Merriweather
Mrs. Mary Liza Jones Mer-
riweather died ThUrsday. April
16, at her home in SoUth Ful-
ton. Funeral services were held
Sunday, April 19, at Mt. Olive,
with Rev. Mayfield officiating.
Burial, in charge of Vander-
ford Funeral Home, was in
Fairview Cemetery,
Mrs. Merriweather, 59, was
the daughter of the late Floyd
and Lizzie Osier Reaves and
was a member of the Mt. Olive
Baptist Church.
Surviving are her husband,
William T. Merriweather; five
step
-children, Melvin Jones,
Homer Merriweather, Mrs.
Mary Dickerson of South Ful-
ton, Otto Merriweather of Chi-
cago, Mrs. Mary Ann Merri-
weather of Jackson, and Cas-
per Carl Merriweather of
Bronx, N. Y., also four neph-
ews and two nieces.
D. M. Macklin
Doty M. Macklin, 58, died in
Kennedy Veterans Hospital,
Memphis, on Thursday, April
16. He had been a patient in
Hillview Hospital and was
transferred to Memphis, where
he died three hours after he
was admitted. - -
Funeral services were held
Saturday afternoon, April 18,
in Chaney Funeral Home
ch8pel...0J Hickman, and burial
was in theHickman City
Cemetery.
Mr. Macklin, a native of Ona,
Tenn., was the son of the late
John and Ida Henson Macidin.
He was a retired riverboat
pilot and lived on Route 2,
Hickman.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Cressie Harris Macklin; two
sons, Donald Macklin of Fulton
and Clarence Macklin of Hick-
man; one daughter, Mrs. How-
ard Erwin of Hickman, and
five brothers, all of St. Gene-
vieve, Mo.
Funeral services for Ernest
Samuel Burns were held Tues-
day in Honibeak Funeral Home
chapel, with ,burial in Cayce
Cemetery.
Mr. Burns, 75, died Sunday
night at his home in Cayce, fol-
lowing a long illness.
He was the saa of the late
Samuel and Victoria Tucker
Burns, was a life-long resident
of Cayce, and was a member
of the Cayce United Methodist
Church. He was a retired car-
penter.
Surviving are his wife, Na-
omi Daniell Burns; two dau-
ghters, Mrs. Robert Denson of
Neoga, Ill., and Mrs. Howard
Norton of Union City; three
sons, Aubrey and Lexie Burns
of Cayce and Leslie E Burns
of Memphis; two sisters, Mrs
Ella Freeze of Cayce and Mrs.
Harry Pruitt of St. Louis, six-
teen grandchildren and sixteen
great-grandchildren.
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
REV. JAMES E. LUCIUS
Pastor
THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD (Picture by Gardner's)
Christian Nurture
An open altar where penitent seekers may find Christ as
Saviour and Lord
The godly care and counsel of pastors
Worship and evangelistic services thatglorify God, convict
the sinner, and strengthen in the Christian faith
Opportunity for Christian believers to be sanctified wholly
Bible-centered Sunday school classes for all ages
A Warm Fellowship
The helpfulness of Christian friends
Prayer meetings that Strengthen the Christian life
Wholesome social activities for all members of the family
Wider fellowship with other Christians through boys' and
girls' camps, youth institutes, and summer camp meet-
ings
A Place to Serve
Christian Service Training for well-rounded churchmanahip
Participation in the helpful ministry of the church through
the Sunday school, missionary society, youth and Chil-
dren's organizations
Representative church policy, giving opportunity for lay
leadership
Lay visitation and witnes.ing
SUNDAY:
— 9:45 A. M. Sunday School
— 10:50 A. M. Morning Worship
— 6:00 P. M. Adult and Junior Choir Practice
— 6:30 P. M., N. Y. P. S.
— 7:00 P. M. Evangelistic Service
WEDNESDAY:
— 7:00 P. M. Mid-Week Prayer Service
THURSDAY:
— 7:00 P. M. Prayer and Fasting, with visiting
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Dan -Cream, Inc.
West State Line
Fulton, Ky.
Evans Drug Company
The Rexall Store
216 Lake Street 472-2421
Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
Wheel Alignment & Balancing
110 Lake Street 472-9072
Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy & sail all kind of
IN* stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy. 479-2191
Ray Williams Insurance
207 Commercial 472-2430
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Rood 472-9060
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 236-2655
Park Terrace Motel
Restaurant & Gift Shop
Join us after church on Sunday
K-N Root Boer Drive-In
CLOSED SUNDAY
Broadway So. Fulton 479-1711
E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Hickman South Fuiton Union City
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
a good place to work
Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky, 472-1412
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-1362
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK
Curtis Electric Co. Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
Complete Electric Service MC69492
124 Morris 479-2173 Clinton, Ky. 653-2771
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• Chestnut Glade • AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan By Mrs. Carey Fri*Ids
Without a donbt, more people
felt that their prayers had been
answered last Friday than ever
before, when the astronauts
landed aboard the Iwo Jima.
It was, indeed, a time of
thanksgiving for all true
Americans and their friends.
Mrs. Laverne Owensby, Mrs.
Jim Burke, Mrs. V. C. Simpson
and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan rep-
resented the Chestnut Glade
Club when the eighty members
of the Weakley County Home
Demonstration Clubs enjoyed a
day of sightseeing of places of
interest in Memphis last Thurs-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitver
and Debbie, from Nashville,
spent the week end with Mrs.
Eula Rogers and Darrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige,
Mrs. Mettle Atkinson, Mrs.
Walling and Mrs. Clark visited
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Simpson
in Middleton, Tenn., last Sun-
day.
;Mr. and Mrs. Har vey
Vaughan enjoyed a birthday
dinner with Mrs. Lucy Gibbs in
Fulton, Sunday.
Friends are glad to know
that Mrs. Ruby Thompson has
improved so as to be dismissed
from the hospital.
Glad to report that Otis Sher-
ridon is improving satisfactor-
ily, after being a patient in the
Volunteer Hospital at Martin
and in the Jackson-Madison
County Hospital at Jackson for
the past several days.
Members of the Oak Grove
Church are looking forward to
the services to be conducted by
Bro. W. A. Bradfield May 2-3.
An invitation is extended to
everyone to attend -any or all
of the services.
GOLFERS LOSE
The golf team of South Ful-
ton High School lost a match
to Union City last Friday 1-14.
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Tratimar. 4
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled
his regular appointment at New
Salem Baptist Church the past
Sunday at 11 a. m., following
Sunday School at 10 a. m. The
evening worship follewed the
B. T. U. meeting at 6:30 p. m.
The attendance was very good
at each service.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vincent
spent last week in Akron, Ohio,
accompanying Mr. and Mrs.
David Lassiter there on last
Sunday night, and were house
guests of children, Mrs. Jo Nell
Vincent, and children. Debbie
and Kevin. They had a nice
visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Rick-
man arrived from Huntsville,
Ala., for a week end visit with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Rickman, and left for -home
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Lassiter and sons,
Mark, Stevie and Barry, in
Martin and made tapes to send
to Sp. 4 Leslie B. Lassiter in
Da Nang, Vietnam. They have
just received a tape from Sp. 4
Lassiter and are enjoying these
communications from him.
We have news that T. A. Mc-
Clain, who is a patient in Ful-
ton Hospital, isn't so well at
this writing, which all regret
to hear. Everyone sends best
wishes that he will respond
very soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Farmer
arrived Saturday morning from
St. Louis for a week end with
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True.
They returned home today
(Monday).
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Garth, of
Nashville, arrived over the
week end to attend the bedside
of their dad, T. A. McClain.
Other children are attending
also, due to Mr. McClain's ill-
ness. We hope he will improve
shortly.
Bro. Dennis Crutchfield filled
his regular appointment at
Knob Creek Church of Christ
the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
Bible study begins at 10 a. an.
Drunk Drivers
Escaping Penalty
Nearly 50 per cent of all per-
sons arrested by state police
for drunk driving during 1969
were able to get the charges
filed awny, dismissed or amend-
ed to lesser offenses by lower
courts.
Public Safety Commissioner
William 0. Newman added that
with all police agencies report-
ing, the drinking driver was in-
dentified as being involved dur-
ing the year in 3152 accidents—
some fatal.
Numbers Games
The Incas' unique system of
recording numbens with knot-
ted strings survives today in
parts of Peru and Bolivia, the
National Geographic Society
says in its new book Discover-
ing Man's Past in the Amer-
icas.
• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Evie Cashon -and Elizabeth
Darnell, of the Dukedom
Homemakers, joined the group
who made the tour last Thurs-
day. The day was damp, but
they reported the gardens they
visited in Memphis very pret-
ty, especially the tulips.
Debby Watkins spent last
week in Trenton, N. J., house
guest of her college chum.
Mrs. Will French returned
with children, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Laird, to their home in
Hammond, Ind., to spend -a few
weeks with them.
W. K. Blaylock, of Mayfield,
died in a hospital at Paducah
Tuesday morning, after a short
illness. Burial was at Mayfield.
Mrs. Novella Wilds passed
away Thursday. She had not
been well for some time, but
had been in the hospital only a
few days. Funeral at Pentecost-
al Church. Water Valley, with
burial at Oak Grove.
Evie Mitchell is in Detroit,
visiting with relatives there.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Fuller an-
nounce the arrival of a son, in
the Paris Hospital Sunday.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Almon Blaylock.
Mrs. Mae Byars went last
Sunday to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Smoots and Mrs.
Rhoda Cook and visited until
Thursday. While there they
took her to Benton to see Mr.
and Mrs. Woody Shemwell.
Friday and Saturday nights
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lindsey
and son, Roger, of Tr -City,
visited with Mrs. Mae and Mr.
and Mrs. Webb Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Young
went to Memphis today to visit
with children, Mrs. Charles
Mars and Johnny Young, and
their families.
Sermon topic of Bro. Stover
for Sunday morning -at 9:45
will be "The Body of Christ."
This is the second in a series
of eight messages on "The
Church." Everyone is invited
and very welcome to attend all
services at Good Springs.
Mrs. Estella Wright is spend-
ing a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. Chap Johnson.
Bennett Cited
For Superior
Herd Record
Charles F. Bennett, Fulton,
Kentucky has been cited by
the Kentucky Artificial Breed-
ing Association for superior ac-
complishment in dairy herd
production. He qualified for the
KARA 450 Club by producing
an average of more than 450
pounds of butterfat per cow in
1969. During the 12 months pe-
riod ending September 30, 1969,
his herd of 42.7 Holstein cows
averaged 12,390 pounds of milk
3.7 percent and 456 pounds of
butterfat.
In special recognition of this
high produotion record, he was
recently presented with a
framed certificate of Achieve-
ment by Joe Armbruster, Clin-
ton, Kentucky, Technician for
the Jackson-Purchase Artificial
Breeding Cooperative, an af-
filiate of KABA.
MAXIMUM FINE
FOR LITTERING
$300
Sign of the times
Do more than read it. Do your part to keep
Kentucky beautiful.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION. INC.
suits 422- Marlon E. Taylor Bldg 312 South 4th Street
Louisville. Kentucky 40202 "
stres
DEATHS
Benjamin Guy Hale, Hickman
Lumber Dealer Dies Friday
All of Hickman was saddened
last Friday morning when it
became known that Benjamin
Guy Hale, a prominent, beloved
and pioneer resident of this
area passed away at the Obion
County Nursing Home -4n
Union City. Mr. Hale had been
a resident there for more than
a year, though he had been in
failing health for months be-
fore he was admitted there.
In Mr. Hale's death Hickman
residents recall with deep re-
spect the stature of this long-
time resident who came here
from his birthplace near Union
City as a boy. He attended
Hickman schools and upon
graduation entered a business-
oriented college, where he
equipped himself to enter the
sawmill business with his
father.
Later the firm launched into
a lumber and building mater-
ials supply house, which Mr.
Hale owned and personally
operated for 58 years. Well
known in lumber and building
supply circles he was joined
in the firm by his sons, one of
whom, Warwick, now operates
the long established business.
Mr. Hale was one of those
rare individuals who was
known and respected by people
in all walks of life. An aristo-
crat, a man schooled in the
southern tradition, he was a
gentleman to -the manor born.
Yet, the many people who knew
him intimately say that he had
Christian rapport with all the
people he came in contact
with.
For he was a good and ex-
emplary Christian, a man
whose church and whose home
were his treasured pleasures.
Mr. Hale served as senior war-
den and treasurer of St. Paul's
Episcopal Church for more
years than the oldest member
can remember. He was con-
stant and loyal in his duties
and generous in support of the
church.
In his home he was the fam-
ily man, the patriarch, who
loved to have his children, and
their children and their friends
surround him on the auspici-
ous occasions and at least one
day during the week.
He found time to -give of his
talents to the fraternal and cul-
tural activities of the com-
munity. Ile was a charter
member of the Elks Lodge, a
50-year member of the Ma-
sonic Lodge, served 20 years
on the school board and was a
director in the Hickman Fed-
eral Savings and Loan Associa-
tion.
Mr. Hale was 82 years old at
the time of his death. He was
-born on March 1, 1888, son of
the late B. G. Hale and the
late Bobbie Lattimer Hale. He
is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Annie Cowgill Hale; two sons.
Warwick and Guy, both of
Hickman; a sister, Mrs. Henry
Sanger of Hickman; one niece,
Mrs. Walter Butt of Louisville;
one nephew, Robert Sanger of
Hickman and three grandchil-
dren and seven great grand-
children
Mrs. Hammonds
Mrs. Juanita Hammonds, of
112 Oak Street in South Fulton,
died Tuesday morning in the
Fulton Hospital, following a
long illness.
Funeral services will be held
this (Thursday) afternoon at
three o'clock in Hornbeak Fun-
eral Home chapel, with Rev.
Lester Galbraith, of Mayfield,
officiating. Burial will be in
Greenlea Cemetery. Friends
may call at the Futferal Home
until time for the service.
Mrs. Hammonds, 58, was
-born in Weakley County, Tenn.,
the daughter of Noah Hum-
phrey and the late Minnie Lee
Call Humphrey. She has been a
resident of Chicago about
seventeen years, returning to
Fulton in January, this year.
She was a member of the
Northwest Baptist Church in
Chicago.
Surviving, in addition to her
father, are three sons, A. C.
Dublin, with the U. S. Air
Force at Des Moines, Iowa,
Master Sgt. Larry Gene Dub-
lin of Fort Lewis, Wash., and
Sammie Dublin, with the U. S.
Army at Mineral Wells, Texas;
three daughters, Susie Walters
of Des Moines, Mrs. Shirley
Chambers and Mrs. Brenda
Keeling of Mayfield; one bro-
ther, S. L. Humphrey, of
Redondo Beach, Calif., and
two sisters, Mrs. Attie Brock-
well and Mrs. Mercedes Arn-
old of South Fulton
Mr. Hale
Funeral srevices for Mr
Hale were held on Saturday at
ternoon April 18 at St. Paul's
Church with the Rev. Bob
Layne officiating. Interment
was in City Cemetery with
Barrett Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.
Active pallbearers were:
Newlin Clark, Bill Powers,
Earl Busby, Jr., Bob Sanger,
Richard Goalder and James
Amberg.
The Courier joins the many
friends of the family in extend-
ing condolences in their be-
reavement.
H. H. Hodges
Funeral services for Hershel
Howard Hodges will be held
this (Thursday) afternoon at
two o'clock in Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home Chapel
at Clinton, with Rev. Charles
McKenzie off icia a ing. Burial
will be in Mount Moriah Ceme-
tery.
Mr. Hodges, 79, died early
Tuesday morning in the Fulton
Hospital, following a short ill-
ness.
He was the son of the late
Robert and Mattie Kendall
Hodges of Hickman and was
married to Pattie Mae Tress,
who preceded him in death.
He was a prominent farmer of
Route 1, Clinton, and was a
World War I veteran.
Surviving are three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Jane Wilkins of Berk-
ley, Mo., Mrs. Charlotte Kan-
ywi of Gary, Ind., and Mrs.
Frank Cullara of Tampa, Fla.;
two sons, Bob Hodges of West
Memphis and Joe Hodges of
Washington, Ill.; three broth-
ers. Harry and iMilton Hodges
of Detroit and Horace Hodges
of Washington, D. C.; two sis-
ters, Mrs. Ethel Gordon of
Clinton and Mrs. Mary Redus
of San Antonio, and fifteen
grandchildren.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in Fulton hospitals on Wednes-
day. April 22:
HILLVIEl/ HOSPITAL
Bernice Long, Deborah Smith,
James Owens, Jr.. Mildred
Herring, Jean Greathead, Joan
Dowdy, Louella Wiggins, Gu-
thrie Luther, Henry Adams,
Fulton; Ruthie Bennett, Gwen-
dolyn Hobson, Doris Algee,
Jimmie McClendon, Hugh
Rushton, South Fulton; John
Motley, June Puckett, Frances
Pearce, Clinton; Shirley Pier-
ceall, Mr. and Mrs. James San-
ders, Eddie Smith, Mayfield;
Pat McMinn, Crutchfield;
John Anderson, Mot Frazier,
Wingo; Frances Watkins Duke-
dom.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Carrie Flatt, Mrs. Lil-
lian Cobb, Mrs. Ella Mizzell,
Mrs. Zoda McGee, Mrs. B. J.
Lawrence, Mack Brown, Mrs.
Alfreda Pulley, Mrs. Nedra
Ward, Mrs. Samantha Collins,
Ruel Fulcher, T. Boss Neely,
T. A. McClain, Raymond Pew-
itt, Fulton; Mrs. Callie Walker,
Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. J. R.
Holland, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs.
Annie McMurry, Mrs. Ruth
Grooms, Herbert Latta, Mrs.
Willie Oliver, Lafayette Patter-
son, Roy Cocke, Mrs. Mary
Browder, J. E. Smith, South
Fulton; Mrs. Clara Williams,
Water Valley; Mrs. T. Dorothy
Bugg, Clinton; Webb Brown,
Mn. Ode Williams, Henry
Poff, Dukedom; Mrs. Mary
Watson, Hickman; Arthur
Moore, Dresden; Mrs. Lydia
Whitlock, Mrs. Artie Moore,
Wingo
News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
lii•••••••1•1M
(6BB07350) II'S IWO JIMA
(FHTNC)—Navy Pettv Office
Second Class Babby C. Moyers,
hust.-nd of the former Miss
Dianna K. Williams of Route 3,
Ful!on. Ky., is on standby
,noard the amphibious assault
ship USS Iwo Jima in the At-
lartic as rrrt of the Apollo 13
At,antic recovery force.
Atlantic recovery force ships
and planes -are in positiim to
recover the Apollo 13 crew in
the event of a launch vehicle
malfunction during the early
seconds of flight.
These units will remain on
staion until the spacecraft is
successfully on course to the
MOIL
Captain Donald L. Rice
OKLAHOMA CITY —Donald
L. Rice, son of Mrs. Milton
Pratt, Route 4, Hick-man, Ky.,
has been promoted to captain
in the U. S. Air Force.
Captain Rice, a logistics of-
ficer at Tinker AFB, Okla., is
in a unit of the Air Force Log-
istics Command which provides
supplies and equipment for
USAF units.
He was commissioned in
1967 upon graduation from Of-
ficer Training School at Lack-
land AFB, Tex.
A 1962 graduate of Fulton
County High School, the Sigma
Phi Epsilon member received
his B. S. degree in accounting
in 1966 from Western Kentucky
Universty.
U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM
(AHTNC) March 27 — Army
Private First Class John Carr,
whose mother, Mrs. Lurleen
Carr, lives in Hickman, Ky.,
recently received -the Air Medal
while serving with the 101st
Airborne Division (Airmobile)
in Vietnam.
Pvt. Carr earned the award
for meritorious service while
participating in aerial flight in
support of ground operations
in Vietnam.
The 20-year-old soldier is a
rifleman in Company D, 2nd
Battalion, 506th Infantry of the
division's 3rd Brigade. He en-
tered the Army in April 1969,
completed basic training at Ft.
Polk, La., and was stationed
at Ft. Benning, Ga., before ar-
riving overseas. He also holds
the Combat Infantryman
Badge.
Pvt. Carr is a 196,8 graduate
of Fulton County High School.
His father, Harold Carr, lives
on Route 2.
WITH U. S. COMBAT AIR
FORCES, Vietnam — Sergeant
Lynn T. Jetton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Jetton of Rt. 3,
Fulton, Ky., is a member of a
unit that has earned the U. S.
Air Force Outstanding Unit
Award with "V" device for
valor.
The 1882nd Communications
Squadron at Phan Rang AB,
Vietnam, was cited for meritor-
ious service from July 1968 to
June 1969 for its support of
U. S. and Republic of Vietnam
Air Force units in launching
air strikes against the enemy.
Sergeant Jetton, a communi-
cations specialist in the 1882nd,
will wear a distinctive service
ribbon to mark his affiliation
with the unit. This is the fourth
consecutive year the squadron
has earned the award. It is
part of the Air Force Com-
munications Service which pro-
vides global communications
and air traffic control for the
USAF.
The sergeant, a 1965 graduate
of South Fulton High School,
attended the University of
Tennessee at ,Martin.
Playhouse!
Immature lesser flamingos
build play houses by construct-
ing conical Its like those of
their parents.
OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
OBION COUNTY FARMING
SHIFTED INTO HIGH
GEAR LAST WEEK
The planting of corn in 0-
bion County shifted into high
gear last week and it was
amazing to see how much corn.
was planted in the few days of
good weather. All indications
are that if the weather will
cooperate we will have a good
increase in the acreage of corn
planted in Obion County over
the past few years. Local
farmers Are making every ef-
fort to get their corn planted
before the first of May in order
to avoid as much damage from
Southwestern Corn Borer as
possible.
Last Thursday we visited
with Red Hunt while he was
completing the planting of 200
acres of corn on the Charles
Martin farm east of Kenton.
Only 3 or 4 days was necessary
to complete planting and pre-
emerge spraying of all the row
crop on the Martin Farm ex-
cept for the cotton. Red Hunt
was planting more in one day
almost than one farmer several
years ago could plant in a crop
season. While watching the
large equipment plant one field,
I couldn't keep from thinking
about only a few years ago it
took us all day to plant the
same field while looking at the
Southern part of the North
bound mules.
We all know that tempera-
tures were below normal in
March, but according to Ten-
nessee Crop reporting service
March was the eighth consecu-
tive month in which tempera-
tures were below normal.
Another report from Tennes-
see Department of Agriculture
Concerns the Southwestern
Corn Borer. Over-wintering
survival counts of the South-
western Corn borer in Weakley
County indicate that about 12
percent of overwintering larvae
survived in plots with stubble
remaining undisturbed through
the winter and zero survival
in plots with stubble disked in
the fall.
LAMB AND WOOL POOLS
Special lamb pools will be
held in Jackson on May 13 and
June 10. Wool pool Sale Day is
May 19. Wool usually has to be
delivered to Jackson the day
before sale.
FEEDER CALVES SELL
GOOD IN SPRING FEED.
--- ER CALF SALE
394 feeder calves were sold
in April 14 Feeder Calf Sale at
Newbern by Northwest Ten-
nessee Feeder Calf Association.
Although feeder Calf market
has weakened recently calves
sold good. Choice steers 32.30 -
35.70; good steers 32.75 - 37.50;
medium steers 31.60 - 40.70;
choice heifers 30.25 - 32.25:
good heifers 30.25 - 33.40; med-
ium heifers 29.50 - 31.20; The
top price was 40.70 on some
small medium steers. As usual
for feeder calves in this area,
the calves carried a good
amount of flesh and only a
handful of the calves weighed
under 450 pounds.
RED MEAT
Americans "ate high on the
steer" last year, stowing away
a record 110.7 pounds of beef
per capita. This was the fourth
straight year a new beef eating
record was established.
Total red meat consumption.
however, dipped to 182 pounds
per person. as compared to the
record 183 pounds set in 1968.
MANURE DISPOSAL
You can now get cost sharing
help from ASCS Office in build-
ing lagoons for manure dis-
posal systems for Dairy, Hogs,
and Beef Systems.
Mr. Sot Bennett has just fin-
ished digging the first lagoon
for a dairy farm in Obion
County.
FARM DATES TO
REMEMBER
May 4 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Trenton.
May 5 • Feeder Pig Sale -
Lexington.
May 6 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Brownsville.
May 13 - Lamb Pool - Jack-
son.
May 19 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Dresden.
May 19 - Wool Pool Sale -
Jackson.
May 21 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Dyersburg.
June 1 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Dyersburg.
June 2 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Lexington.
June 10 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Brownsville.
June 10 - Lamb Pool - Jack-
son.
Subscribe To The News
LOWEST PRICE OF THE YE R FORA
GENUINE WURLITZER PIANO
As Low As 5 CASH
Plus Tax
or 17.00 down-17.00 month for 36 months.
You Can Also Rent These Pianos with
A choice of Rental Lesson or Rental Purchase Plans
$49
ENTIRE STOCK
WURLITZER PIANOS
REDUCED for This Sale 218 E. MAIN
Exclusive In Jackson At JACKSON, TENN.
PHONE 427-9871
"Enjoy Life More With Music"
00
49c0'
For Information Regarding Sales-Rental-Trade
Call Mrs. L. C. Logan. Phone No. 472-2405
Dogtvo
Want A Vacation HICKMAN —
(continued from Pope One)
Trip? Ask A Jaycee purchase the electric utility _
froin Xerdit&cY Utilities
A free vacation—one full and that TVA agreed to supply
week—at Ken-Bar Inn on Ken- power to Hickman after a five-
lucky Lake will be awarded to year interim period.
some fortunate individual this
Saturday afternoon by the
Fulton Jaycees.
Any Jaycee can tell you all
about it. and how you might
be the fortunate winner.
Proceeds from this projeeti.
of the local Club will be used
to finance current non-revenue
programs of the Club.
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - -
Your insurance Needs
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Before the switchover on
April 15 Hickman has purchas-
ed its electrical power over the
69,000-volt Hickman - Clinton
line. It is now being furnished
over the 69,000-volt Union City-
Hickman Line.
It was on January 12, 1962
that the City Council of Hick-
man enacted an ordinance cre-
ating an Electric Plant Board.
The Board was appointed by
the Mayor with the approval
of the then City Council.
Members of the first Electric
Plant Board were: Pies Fields,
Lee Gardner, Henry White,
Roland Green, Everett Ded-
mon.
The members of the board at
this time are: L. T. Hodges,
chairman; Bob Holland, sec-
retary-treasurer; Brodie Creed,
representing the Hickman City
Commission and Earl Taylor
and Bob Sanger.
Burt Hicks, a veteran public
utilities expert is manager of
the electric system and was the
first to be employed by the
Plant Board under the five-
year contract with Kentucky
Utliities. He served in a similar
capacity in Newbern, Tenn. for
28 years before coming to
Hickman. He and his wife live
on Magnolia Drive in Hickman.
Experienced and well-known
llickman residents employed
at the System's office on Clin-
ton Street are: Dot Argo, Pat
Cooley and Corinne Castleman.
The Mississippi River Economic Op-
portunity Council, Inc. is accepting ap-
lications for the following Head Start
staff positions:
— Head Start Director
— Social Service - Financial Director
— Medical Dental Service Director
— Social Service Aide
— Nurse's Aide
— Typist
Send resume of personal data, education,
work experience and requests for additional
information to:
Mississippi River Economic Opportunity
Council, Inc.
316 Anderson Street
FULTON, KENTUCKY 42041
DERBY SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK
(and of C'ourse, any item on our regular menu is prepared by
superb chefs, seven nights a week)
— MONDAY —
GROUND ROUND STEAK, MUSHROOM SAUCE $1.75
French Fried Onion Rings, Baked Idaho Potato
Choice of Salad
TUESDAY —
FRIED CHICKEN LIVERS, CREAM GRAVY
Choice of Potatoes, Tossed Green Salad
— 
WEDNESDAY —
CHICK EN CHOW MEIN
(Call in for your orders to go)
$1.50
$1.85
— THURSDAY —
COUNTRY HAM HOCK AND WHITE BEANS 90c
Cole Slaw - Hot Corn Cakes
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday - Bid Harper and
guest artists on the piano and organ----Bid will welcome YOU
as her guest artist.
— FRIDAY —
FISH, ALL YOU CAN EAT
The Jacksons on Piano and Organ
$1.2.5
— SATURDAY —
Hugh has all hands ready for "Derby Sattidy Night"—
like real service and Steaks and Lobster and Chinese Food,
and Chicken Livers and right through the menu.
The Jacksons with sweet and mellow tunes and your re-
quests, as you like them.
— 
SUNDAY —
ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF
and sing along with the Jacksons
Every Evening — Birthdays and Anniversaries are special
occasions at the Derby — w bake the cake.
DERBY RESTAURANT
PHONE 472-1271
SERVING —4 PM. TO 12 PM.
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Backstage With The News Camera
During The Pr" n-ers Competition
SHOWING NO SIGNS OF THE GROWING TENSION that al-
ways mounts among the "finalists" backstage in the latter part
of a beauty competition, these happy contestants were behind
the backstage curtain awaiting their number to be called for the
first ramp walk. (from left): Julie Ann Bard, Carol Coleman,
Jimette Gilbert and Susie Harris.
PAMELA .10 HURT (left) and Kathy Rhodes wish each other
"good luck" following the announcement that each had been se-
lected in the ton 20 and were still in the running.
NERVOUS? YOU BET
Coleman, Patsy Adams.
WE ARE, chorused (from left) Carol
Jimette Gilbert and Julie Ann Bard
following the backstage announcement they were in the top ten
and were still in the running.
.411
SUZIE HARRIS mirrors a worried look as she prepared to re-
enter the stage as one of the top ten finalists. Probably wonder-
ing if the judges would consider selecting such a tiny Princess(4-ft., 11-in.) among all of the taller contestants around her.
WORRY' NOT US, Say Master of Ceremonies Ray Williams and
backstage assistant Sue Hurt as they obviously are anloying the
show.
LOCUSTS—
(Continued From Page One)
astonished one morning when
they beheld '-a numerous com-
pany of Flies which were like
for bigness unto Wasps or
Bumble-Bees.
"They came out of little
holes in the grounds, and did
eat up the green things, and
made such a constant yelling
noise as made all the woods
ring of them, and ready to deaf
the hearer."
Turning to their Bibles, the
Pilgrims concluded these "lo-
custs" were akin to the living
clouds that chewed Egypt into
devastation. Indeed, they seem-
ed to call out "Pharaoh,
Phaaaa. raoh!"
They are not locusts, but
harmless cicadas who eat
nothing above ground during
their final six weeks of life.
Looking like inch-long craw-
fish as they emerge from their
half-inch-whie holes, they im-
mediately climb tree trunk or
branch, fasten their front feet,
and start molting. Within a few
minutes, the brown carapace
hangs empty like a discarded
jacket and nearby the young
adult is drying its wings.
Drumming and Sawing
Males begin their noisy din,
vibrating drumlike plates on
their sides. After mating, fe-
males crawl out on the limbs
and twigs and start drilling
holes with sawlike egg-layers.
Each female may pump up
to 600 eggs into dozens of holes.
After six weeks, the branches
are crawling 'with minute lar-
vae. They soon fall to the
ground and dig into the nearest
crevice to begin 17 years of
tunneling, hibernating, and
growth.
The tiny, sawed holes weaken
the branches, which snap off.
Other insects may damage the
trees through these wounds, but
some trees appear to -grow
stronger after such natural
pruning.
The 17-year locust's only de-
fense against birds, squirrels,
and man is in numbers. As
many as 40,000 may pop out
of the ground -beneath a single
big tree.
The black "W" on each of
the wings has long brought
forth predictions of war. Amer-
ican Indians considered the
cicadas' surprising appearance
every 17 years a bad omen,
but the tribes also feasted on
them with relish.
An adventurous naturalist
claims that the plump insects,
fried or boiled in -a milk stew,
-taste better than oysters or
shrimp.
DAYLIGHT —
(Continued from Pope One)
morning in Paris. and seeing
daylight, thought of moving
clocks ahead one hour in order
to conserve and lengthen the
working day.
Franklin's concept first was
utilized 200 years later in World
War I as a temporary emer-
gency aid to conserve fuel for
lighting and heating. The idea
stuck, but confusion grew as
different areas set up their own
timetables.
It is an interesting fact that
since 1916 Great Britain has
been on daylight time: they
have called it "British Sum-
mer time". In 1968 Britain
moved their clocks ahead per-
manently, summer AND win-
ter, and their time is now
known as "British Standard
Time".
Like we said at the begin-
ning: don't forget that Satur-
day night's the night.
WEATHER REPORT
(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
Date High Low Preclp.
APRIL 1970
15 74 38 0
16 80 52 . .. trace
17 76 62 
 .4 rain
18 80 58 
 trace
19 73 52 
 1.9 rain
20 81 48
21 76 41 0
FIVE YEARS AGO
APRIL 1965
15 74 54 .5 rain
16 65 42 trace
17 79 43
18 82 54 .3 rain
19 71 50 .1 rain
20 81 44 0
21 84 51 0
NINE YEARS AGO
APRIL 1%1
15 60 36 1 3 rain, hall
16 54 32 o
17 60 37 0
18 68
19 76 40 .. . trace
20 82 68 
 
21 76 00 .5 rain
South Fulton Announces &timer
School Offering Sixteen Subjects
Virgil Yates, Principal at South Fulton High
School, announced this week that a summer
school will be organized and operated on the
South Fulton campus this summer offering 16
subjects.
Registration is June 10 at 8: a. m.
In a memo to The News this
week, Yates pointed out that
the summer school will be or-
ganized and operated as a part
of the public school program
and shall be under the control
and management of the hoard
of education having jurisdiction
and shall comply with rules
and regulations prescribed by
the State and local boards of
education.
The qualifications of the
teachers, the equipment, and
the standards enforced shall be
the same as in the regular
school term. All summer
school work shall be organized
by, and under the direction of
the principal or a qualified
Navy Promotes Fulton's
Danny Baird To Captain
(Ed's Note: The following
article from the "Whiting Tow-
er" at NAS Whiting Field,
Fla., regarding the promotion
of Capt. Daniel M. Baird of
Whiting Field, Florida will be
of especial interest to a host
of friends in Fulton and West
Kentucky. (Captain Baird is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Horton
Baird of Hickman, and the
grandson of Mrs. Mace Mc-
Dade of Fulton.)
There is a Navy captain here
who once served as a United
States Air Force captain.
He is recently - promoted
Captain Daniel M. Baird, Whit-
ing's dental officer. His promo-
tion ceremony. December 30,
was conducted by Captain C.
H. Sigley, commanding officer,
and attended by Mrs. Baird.
Captain Baird attended Van-
derbilt University, the Univer-
sity of Kentucky and the Uni-
versity of Tennessee College of
Dentistry, where he received a
doctor of dental surgery degree.
Following his graduation in
1952, he entered the Air Force
and served for two years as the
assistant dental officer at Ent
Air Force Base, Colorado.
At the end of the Korean
War, Captain Baird was dis-
charged and began a private
practice of dentistry in his
Fulton, Ky. hometown. He
later joined a naval reserve
unit there.
His list of assignments in-
clude tours at Norfolk, Va.,
aboard USS Antietam (CV5-
36 ), the Naval Dispensary,
Washington, D. C., and the
Naval Dental School as a post
graduate student.
Also, he was stationed at the
Naval Academy, Annapolis,
Md., and the Naval Support
Activity, Naples, Italy before
his arrival here.
According to Captain Baird,
the Whiting Dental Department
utilizes the latest and most
modern equipment. It has five
dental officers, one dental hy-
gienist and nine dental techni-
cians to do the work and each
patient is treated as an individ-
ual with individual needs.
"The quality of dentistry be-
ing practiced here is second to
none," Captain Baird com-
ments. He adds, "We've just
completed a Preventive Dentis-
try Program for dependent
children conducted during the
Christmas holidays. The re-
sponse was not too gratifying,
but next year we plan to publi-
cize the program more and
hope to get a better response."
Commenting on the naval
dentistry program, he states
that "if a young fellow is in-
terested in travel and high
quality dentistry, the Navy of-
fers excellent opportunities."
He goes on to -point out "Op-
portunities for young naval of-
ficers have vastly improved in
the past few years as far as
post graduate training goes."
Captain Baird, who says he
plans to stay in the Navy "at
least 10 more years," is mar-
ried to the former Joan McCol-
lum of Fulton. The Bairds and
their sons Stephen and Daniel
II, reside at 1030 Langley Ave.,
Pensacola.
person designated by the local
board of education. MI sum-
mer school classes Shall meet
in the school building.
In order to earn one unit of
new work, a minimum of 120
sixty-minutes periods shall be
given to the work. Not more
than three sixty-minute periods
a day shall be spent in recita-
tion time. This means that 40
days is the shortest time in
which a unit of new work, or
the equivalent in review work,
can be earned, and 60 days is
the shortest time in which a
unit and one-half of new work,
or the equivalent in review
work, can be earned. The time
given a review shall be one-half
that required for new subject.
Not more than one and one-
half units in new subjects shall
be earned during one summer.
Not more than one review sub-ject and one new subject, or
two review subjects shall be
taken for credit during the sum-
mer school.
Subjects Offered Include:—
MATH: Mg. I & II, Geome-
try, Adv. Math,
SOC. STUDIES: Am. Hist,
Am. Gov., World History, Eco-
nomics.-
SCIENCE: Gen. Science, Bio-
lody,
ENGLISH: English I, Eng,
IT, Eng, III, Eng. IV.
OTHERS: Health, Phy. Ed.,
Dr. Ed.
TUTION IS: $35.00 per sub-ject for the six week term or$45.00 per subject for the eight
week term.
ATTEND CONVENTION
Kay Blackburn, Deborah
Hodges, Penny Winston and
Edie Maynard, all South Ful-
ton FHA juniors, attended the
state FHA convention in Nash-
ville last weekend accompanied
by their advisor, Mrs. Pat
Travis,
Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 68 Years —
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers Greenfield
Fulton Phone 235-2293
Phone 4724853
J. B. MANS SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
3rd U.S. ARMY
SOLDIER SHOW
UT M FIELD HOUSE
MARTIN, TENN.
TUESDAY, APRIL 28 7:30 P. M.
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Dogwood Trail Date Reset
The Lighted Dogwood Trail, scheduled originally to open
Monday, April 211, has been set forward to Wednesday, April
22, according to the Paducah Civic Beautification Board. All
activities planned tor the opening day, including the reception
at the Art Guild Gallery, will be the same as published pre-
viously. The two-day postponement was made necessary by
a lack of cooperation on the part of the dogwood trees which,
according to nurserithen here, will be a little late In blooming.
South Fulton Industrial
Development Meet Is Set
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.
— Plans for South. Fulto.'s
industrial Development Confer-
ence to be held April 28 have
been announced by the South
Fulton City Commisison.
"What South Fulton needs to
do to get industry," is the sub-
ject to be used by the principal
,..,,speaker, William Heaslett, of the
' Union City Chamber of Com-
merce. Mother speaker will be
announced later.
Representatives of the Illinois
Central Railroad Industrial Com-
mittee, member of the Gover-
nor's Committee and the State
Industrial Development Commit-
tee will serve as a panel for a
discussion on "Industry."
Businessmen, community lead-
ers and professional leaders of
South Fulton will be invited.
Mayor Dan Crocker said, "We
are not competing with the Ful-
ton-South Fulton Chamber of
Commerce, but putting out a lit-
tle extra effort since we are
using Tennessee tax dollars to fi-
nance our Industrial Develop-
ment program."
He added South Fulton will
continue to help in the search
for new industry for the twin
cities.
He also reported on a recent
$04.10
Sale! _ _ _ _ $16.99
$1
Sale! _ $6.91
39(
2 - Piece Rod
Fi . 50% OFFfk er Supreme
Now $12.50
'(While They Last)
Leader Sptg. Goods
Upstairs Over Leader Store
LAKE ST. FULTON
industrial trip to St. Louis with
Stanley Jones, Harold Hender-
son, Mike Blake and Bill Sub-
tette, Tennessee Industrial De-
velopment representative. This
Industry which they visited,
"showed some interest in locat-
ing in this area," he said.
The City Manager told of the
progress made by the South
Fulton Recreation Program.
Plans have now been finalized
and letters to the South Fulton
residents will be mailed in the
water bills telling of the pro-
gram and plans. Cards will also
be distributed at the local school.
Two Rodeos
Are Planned
Two rodeos have been booked
Into the Obton County Fair-
8-rounds this summer, promis-
ing citizens at least four days of
riding and entertainment.
The first event, set for May
1-2 at 8 p.m. is billed as the
state's largest intercollegiate
rodeo and pits UTM riders
against Austin Peay, Middle Ten-
nessee State University, and
T.P.1.
The UTM team will be hold-
ing all of its home rodeos at the
fairgrounds, and its members
have constructed all of the gates
and other necessary equipment.
The second rodeo scheduled for
this summer is billed as a World
Championship rodeo and will be
held July 91-Aug. 1. The event
got the go-ahead from fair di-
rectors earlier this week and J.
E. Cantwell of Greenfield, a rodeo
livestock producer, will make the
necessary arrangements.
The rodeo will be advertised
over a wide area and prize money
will be high in order to attract
;ome of the best riders in the
!ountry. The World Champion-
;hip Rodeo will be run as a
noney-maker for the Obion
3ounty Fair fonsoctatton.
In the intercollegiate event May
1-2 the events will include bare-
9ack riding, roping, steer wrestl-
,ing, bull riding, barrel racing,
goat tying and wild cow milk-
ing.
The event is being sponsored
by The Union City and Martin
Kiva nis clubs and advance tickets
are available locally at Belk's,
Ben Franklin, H. A. Lanzer,
Shatnberes, Kent's, Sterling's,
Beck and ftippy, Harton's and
Burnett Shoe Store at 50 cents
and $1.25.
As an added attraction there
will be professional clown acts
with a trained brahma bull, spe-
cialty acts and country and west-
ern music.
THEN SECONDSECTIO111
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ALL-PURCHASE TEAM—Members of the All-Purchase bas-
ketball team and-the First Region's Coach of the Year were
honored at a banquet Sunday night, at the Continental Inn.
They are, standing, left to right: David King, Hickman Coun-
ty, Coach of the Year; Joe Ford, Mayfield; Fay Jordan, Hick-
man Coun • David Sams Carlisle County; Alan Cash, Fancy
Farm; and Kent Burnett, Reidland. Kneeling, left to right,
are: Curtis Nixon, St. Mary; Terry Garrett, Paducah Tilgh-
man; Albert Scott, Murray High, and Stan Hall, Paducah
Tilghman. Ronnie Yates (not pictured), of Ballard Memorial,
was also selected to the team.
Photos by Wason wooley
Her Patience Ran Out (and So Did She)
"MISSY," though probably a true lady in the baths, as her mistress, Dee Dee Lynn, 17, of
canine world, has a very unladylike distaste for Fulton, Ky., discovers.
Ownership Changes With
Sale Of Cairo Newspaper
CAIRO, Ill., April 18—The Cai-
ro Evening Citizen newspaper
has changed ownership, it was
announced Friday.
The newspaper, which has
been owned by the same family
since 1885, has been purchased
TOMATO PLANTS
Just Arrived Fresh From The Nursery
Big Boy 
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by David C. Cain and associ-
ates. The new publisher, Cain,
will take over operation of the
newspaper immediately.
Martin Brown, former editor
and general manager, said he
will stay with the paper until
the end of the month to help
with the changeover. He has not
made his future plans public.
Brown, who owned a portion
of the paper along with other
members of the family, is a
nephew of the late publisher,
Mrs. Bess Brown Fisher. He has
managed the paper since her
death.
Cain, 28, formerly was with
the Galveston Daily News in
Galveston, Texas.
He is a native of Baltimore,
Md., a graduate of Newberry
College and was an Air Force
officer for five years. He was a
post graduate student at St.
Louis University.
Cain said he plans no changes
in personnel at the Cairo news-
paper.
Brown has been the subject of
criticism by both blacks and
whites because of editorials and
speeches he has made since the
outbreak of racial unrest last
year.
At the height of racial unrest
last summer, the front windows
of the paper were broken by
bricks.
H i s editorial comments on
the Cairo situation had caused
the paper to be subjected to a
boycott tactics.
We Have Another
Lot of Outside
Latex House
PAINT
$1.99 gal.
(Repeat Of A Sellout)
Supply Limited
Buy Yours Today!
4-Prong Frog Gigs 39c
5-Cell Frog Lite: 89c
Eyerready Batteries 19c ea.
Heavy 3 Prong - - -
Fish Spears 69c
WE MAKE KEYS
Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.
ANNOUNCING
Broadway Auction Theater
Highway ISE (Broadway St.) in South Fulton, Tennessee
(Old Melrose Bldg., Across From Butts Mill)
FLEA MARKET ALL DAY SATURDAYS (TRADE DAY)
Anrtion On Snturdnv Niahtsi
For consignments and trade day space, contact
JIMMY HARTHCOCK at the location
Turn those unwanted items into cash. We buy, sell, trade an-
tiques and used furniture.
Sale Of Madisonville
Newspaper Announced
MADISONVILLE, Ky.
The sale of the Madisonville
Messenger was announced Sat-
urday with R. Guy Hankins as-
suming office as president and
publisher.
Hankins, a newspaper execu-
tive from Bristol, Va., was list-
ed among purchasers with T.
Eugene Worrell, Bristol; Carm-
age Walls, Montgomery, Ala.,
and Richard Hammel!, Flor-
ence, Ala.
Hankins formerly was general
manager of Mullin Publications
in Charlotte, N.C., and foul
years ago sold his interest in
five papers in Virginia. he has
been in the newspaper business
for 25 years.
The Messenger has operated
as a daily newspaper in Hopkins
County since 1917.
The stock in the Madisonville
Publishing Co. was purchased
from Edgar F. Arnold Jr., How-
ard L., Kenneth B. and Caroline.
Deniston Arnold and Bailey
Anderson, Madisonville, and
Mrs. Mary Ann Cary, Stuart.
Fla. '
Fire Distroys
ICRR Trestle
Near blues
MAYFIELD, Ky., April 14—
The Illinois Central's Edgewood
Cutoff has been closed to rail
traffic for two weeks because
of a weekend fire that destroyed
.1 200-foot trestle about three
miles north of Lowes.
Only the bare steel rails were
left as the blaze destroyed the
wooden superstructure and ties.
The damage was estimated
by railroad officials at $40,000.
IS ALCOHOLISM A PROB-
LEM WITH YOU OR WITH
SOMEONE YOU KNOW?
Dial 472-1982 between 8 am and
4.30 pm. Help can be obtained.
Strictly confidential.
PUBLIC SALE
SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1970 — 9:30 A. M.
Personal property of the late Miss Mable Cavender in Dukedom,
Tenn. at the Jim Si Cavender homeolace across from Jackson's
Funeral Home.
- -- Selling To Settle The Estate —
Valuable antiques -- lovely furniture — beautiful glass and
china -- kitchen furnishings and miscellaneous.
LUNCH AVAILABLE; SALE RAIN OR SHINE —
CHARLES B. WINSETT, Executor
COL C W BURROW, Sales Manager
COL. RUBERT AINLEY, Auctioneer
Ray's
can Us
I 479-9082
Barbecue
FRIE C EN
— Try Our Pizza — Call Us —
) OUR LOUNGE ROOM IS NOW OPEN
Dine and Dance —Friday Band
1.11111
J. M. Falkoff
Brady's in
TASTIC
BELIEVE,
Clinton,
SAVINGS
so
Sales Company
Ky., and is
to the public.
come today!
Brady's
has
LIQUIDATING
purchased
You will
SALE NOW
the entire stock of
IT AT FAN-
have to SEE to
IN PROGRESS
ONLY
Ladies
BRAND
NAMES!
TWO
Dresses
$ 2
WEEKS TO
Ladies
Bobby Brooks,
75c and
SELL --
Blouses
Ship 'DI Shore
$1.50
WALL TO WALL
Girls Dresses
And Sportswear
50c, $1, $2, $3i
Ladies Skirts
$1.00
BOYS i
Sport Shirts
Lots and Lots of Sizes 2 - 3
50c 75c, $1.
Boys Tom Sawyer
Sport Coats
$2.00 and up
Mojud Hosiery
Reg. $1. - $1.35 Values
28c Pair
Boys Pants
$1. to $3.
Toddler Boys
Clothes At Savings To
70%
CLINTON, BR , Dyi s CLINTON,KY. KY.
Bacon-Toler
Engagement
Is Announced
HICKMAN, Ky., April 18—Mr.
and Mrs. John Shaw Bacon ol
Hickman Rt. 4 announce the en-
gagement and approaching mar-
riage of their daughter, Agnes
Theresa, to James Douglas To-
ler, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
A. Toler of 800 Christopher
Greenup Drive, Owensboro.
The bride-elect is the grand-
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest D. Johnson Sr., and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
C. Bacon. She attended Sacred
Heart School and graduated
from Fulton County High School.
She will receive her bachelor of
science degree from Murray
State University in June.
The groom graduated from
Daviess County High School and
attended Murray State Univer-
sity. He will receive a master's
degree in clinical psychology
from Murray State University
in June.
The wedding is planned for
Sunday, June 14, at 4 o'clock in
the afternoon at Sacred Heart
Church in Hickman, with Father
William Hagman officiating.
Only out-of-town invitations
AGNES THERESA BACON
are being sent, but all relatives
and friends are invited to the
ceremony and to the reception
at the Bacon home.
Miss Muzzall
Betrothed To
Mr. Pickering
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn., April
18—Mr. and Mrs, Harold Muz-
zell, South Fulton, announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Judith Ann, to Orville Eugene
PAINT AN ENTIRE ROOM
In a few hours sg50
for v WI
,84441.10
PITTSBURGH
WALLHIDE
- 
LATEX FLAT PAINT
HAS
Stop in and
Select
your favorite
color
%ILA,
Nloorrevre
cti
Greater Hiding Power
• Eas•41. apply • 0,41 faster
• Ipaveifal flat 11a,th • Weans easily
• Owe 1,00C "Jen
PITTSBURGH PAINTS
FULTON PAINT AND GLASS CO.
301 Main St. 472-3201
Sugg-Gilbert
Wedding Is
Announced
FULTON, Ky., April 18 — Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Sugg of South
Fulton are announcing the mar-
riage of their daughter, Linda
Kay, to Michael Gene Gilbert,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gil-
bert of Fulton.
The couple was married at
8:30 p.m. Friday, April 10, in
Mayfield at the home of the
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Legate.
The only attendants were Barry
Roizell and Rita Cash.
Mrs. Gilbert is the grand-
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Will Price, and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Braden Sugg. She Is
a 1969 graduate of South Fulton
High School and is employed by
the Fulton Bank.
Mr. Gilbert is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Roberts of
South Fulton, and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Gilbert of Fulton. He is
also a 1969 graduate of South
Fulton High School and is at-
tending Murray State Univer-
sity.
They are making their home
in South Fulton.
Engagement
Is Announced
FULTON, Ky.. April 18—Mr.
and Mrs. James Hicks of Fulton
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Miss Shirley Dale
Hicks, to Danny Hailey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hailey.
Miss Hicks' grandparents are
Mrs. Horace Lynch, Andrew
Hicks and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
King, all of Fulton. She Is A
member of the 1970 graduating
class of Fulton High School.
Mr. Halley is the grandson of
Mrs. S. C. Counsell and the late
Mr. Counsell and Mrs. Elizabeth
Halley. He is an employe of the
Waymatic Welding and Fabri-
cating Co., South Fulton.
The wedding is planned for
A ril 24.
it ering, son of Mr. and Mrs,
Bernard Pickering, South Ful-
ton.
Miss Muzzall is a 1968 gradu-
ate of South Fulton High School
and is employed at Donna's
Beau:y Salon.
A June wedding is being *****************31**********
MM. len B. PEPPIER ALLE14
Longtime Local Teacher
Honored On Monday
Mrs. Pie B. Pepper Allen, a
teacher in the Union City arid
Oblon County school systems for
the past 43 years, will step
down from her teaching post this
year but not before she ts hon-
ored for the many years of serv-
ice she has rendered.
Monday was proclaimed by
Mayor Charles H. 'Red' Adams
as "Mrs. Icie B. Pepper Allen
Day" and that night at 7:30
the Westover PTA honored the
first grade teacher with a
spacial program,
On his proclamation, Mayor
Adams called attention to the
fact that Mrs. Allen "has work-
ed diligently and consistently for
her students, their parents and
the improvement of the various
school systems In which vhc `-.zs
been employed for 43 years."
Likewise, City School Su-
perintendent T.F. Wallace and
members of the board of educa-
tion, In a resolution, stated that
they "sincerely regret her loss
to the system," they "wish her
well in her retirement" arid
are ,.ready to be of any assis-
tance which we can possibly
render in the future."
Mrs. Allen was born in 1905
near Protemus, daughter of
#10**************************
Enjoy the Organ Music of
MARTHA LOGAN
Each Evening
In The Beautiful
DINING ROOM 11:
at the
14141 At Fulton, Ky.
Mrs. Matti. Pepper and the
late A.B. Pepper. She was grad-
tilted from Troy High School,
attended Hall-Moody College
(now UTM) and Union Univer-
sity and later obtained her de-
gree from Murray State Univer-
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, April 23, 1970 Page 2
Mrs. Allen began her teach-
ing In 1927 In the Protemus
school and later taught in
Harris, Liodenwood, Midway,
Fowler Date, Walnut Log arid
than went back to Lindenwood.
In 1946 she began teaching
at South Fulton and, in 1945,
began her 22-year career
the first grade teacher at
Westover Elementary School.
She is married to Lewis Ansa.
Today's go-anywhere,
do-anything Hush Puppies.
I lush
P 11 PpI4 `ti
Paulo and dazzle. You won't find anything softer than this brand new KrInkle
Patent Hush Puppieso heel. The square toe and well-stacked heel make it just
right for pants suits, mini's, maxi's and things. In wild and wonderful colors.
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Fulton, Kentucky
WADE'S c4RING HAS SPRUNG SALE"
2 - DOOR
Refrigerator - Freezer
$179.95
16.6 2 - DOOR
Refrigerator -Freezer
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Frost Clear
$249.95
20- CUBIC FOOT
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Chest Freezer
$249.95
Compare Our Prices On
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Colonial Dinette Group
Charming Maple Dinette furniture made for rugged use—authentic styling—smooth, lustrous
finish.
Round Table
FORMICA TOP $57.50
SIDE CHAIR $16.00
DUXBDRY CHAIR $15.50
STUDIO C0UCH-1
$89.95
See our
Comets!'
Showing of
/Aegis Chef Ranges
•••••••••••"01.0.41wwwwwieftwootWeru'uweftweftawreftww*kwomt
• 
EASY TERMS
FREE DELIVERY
DI
Fine furniture that cools ... quietly
Coolerator®
Room Air Conditioners
20,000 BTU . . $299.95
I 23,000 BTU . . $329.95
26,1)60 BTU . . $349.95
SPEED QUEEN
Auiomatic Washer
$214.50 WA
Wade's Most Popular Model
I Vinelle Recliner
$58.88
Best Duality
a
GARDEN TILLER
$150.00
CARPET sq. yd.
501 NYLON $4.99
Continuous Filament $3-95
Kitchen Carpet $4.95
70 Ounce Rubber Pad $1.25
Carpet Remnants __ 1/2 PRICE
Fulton,
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culture Institute
Is Scheduled At MSU
MURRAY, Ky., April 16 — The Kentucky Department
of Agriculture will attempt to "take agriculture to the people"
when It sponsors a Kentucky Agricultural Institute at Murray
State University Thursday.
State Commissioner of Agriculture J. Robert Miller`and
a team from his office will descend upon room 204 of the
Applied Science Building at MSU for an afternoon of dis-
cussion with any Jackson Purchase farmers who care to
attend.
By meeting with farmers, county agents, and agriculture
experts in each region of the state, Miller's office is attempting
to find out what problems are being experienced by the aver-
age farmer, according to Paul Campiln, assistant to the com-
missioner. Previously, Miner's office has sponsored institutes
at Morehead State University and Eastern Kentucky University.
The proceedings at Eastern were filmed by a CBS news
team from Washington, D.C., for use in an upcoming agri-
culture report program.
Murray State's agriculture department will be on hana
to co-host the event. The afternoon's complete agenda:
12: 30—Revistration.
1:00—Call to Order; M. M. Bono, Princeton, member of
the state board of agriculture.
1:05—Welcome; Dr. Harty M. Sparks, MSU president-
1:10—Outline of MSU agriculture program; department
Chairman E. B. Howton.
1:20—"Kentucky Agriculture 1970 — Problems and Pro-
miles;" Commissioner
1:30—"Function of the Dept. of Agriculture;" Miller and
staff.
2:00—"Kentucky Agriculture In the Decade Ahead;" group
panel discussion with audience question period.
3:00—"Tobacco In the Future;"- panel discussion with
question period,
310—Summary remarks; Miller.
4:00—Adjournment
VD Rate Among Teens
Near Epidemic In State
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Dr
C. Hernandez, director of the
Kentucky Health Department's
division of epidemiology, says
the incidence of infectious ye-
neral disease among Kentucky
teenagers is approaching ept
demic stages.
Hernandez said Friday the
current VD problem is "cer-
tainly alarming" and estimated
that Kentucky cases of infec-
tious syphilis and gonorrhea
could total more than 20,000
this year.
The estimate is based on the
9,313 cases officially reported
last fiscal year arid the 2,341
cases reported for the first halt
•
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TECHNICOLOR C al• I
STARTS SUN. - APR. 26
For 4 Big Plights
Adult - Program
- 99
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Now thru Saturday
ROBERT REDFORD
KATHARINE ROSS
ROBERT BLAKE
SUSAN CLARK
"TELL THEM
WILLIE BOY IS HERE"
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of the current fiscal year, he
said.
Hernandez said more than 90
per cent of such cases diag-
nosed and treated by private
physicians are not reported to
local health departments.
He added that the number of
cases in Kentucky is the high-
est in the past 19 years, with
one-third of the cases occurring
among teenagers and with per-
sons 24 and under taking up 70
per cent.
Land Is Added
To UTM Farm
Purchase of the Jeff L. Pariahfarm, north of the Martin city
limits, for the university atTennessee at Martin was author.land by the UT 'maid ,
tees in a meeting la- 
Memphis• &Modal; •The Sale price of the 130-
acre tract, adjoining the UTM
experimental farm on the north
and the city of Martin, was$86,350, Adding this acreageto the Martin Unit of the UT
experimental station, w a
necessitated by the recent
allocation of land to non-agri-
cultural purposes.
Also author teed by theboard was the developing of pre-limitary plans and cost esti-
mates for enlarging the Uni-
versity Center, including cafe-
teria faCUltiea.
In oltier action the board
confirmed authorization of a
federal Interest subsidy grant
to aid in the financing of the$2,325,000 men's residence ball
now under construction Imre.-Mately south Of the University
center.
PURELY PERSONAL: Old
medicines should be thrown out
if they have changed color or
become altered in any way . . .
we consistently have refused to
purchase handbags, belts, shoes
and other goods made of alli-
gator hide, and we hope a na-
tional boycott develops . . . for
only through a boycott are we
going to halt the poaching of
alligators . . . and that means
don't buy the stuffed "little
alhgators", or caymans, you
see in all the resort areas .
folks depending on social se-
curity and pensions are being
caught in such a cost squeeze
that I wonder how they'll ever
make it . . . a hotel stay
long remember: That in the
Rabat Hilton, a Moroccan cara-
vansary with exotic Arab fur-
nishings and outstanding service
. . . two lousy movies you well
can miss. A Place for Lovers
with Fay Dunaway and The
Love God with Don Knotts...
•
WANTED
Swarms bees.
March 20 te Iiem le the
awarm1n asahi,. weather
permitting. I will Pay •
malt lea fer them_ Cmil
470-1733, South Fulton. Peo-
ple living within 20 miles of
Fulton may cell collect.
Anyone I premised honey
for worms if bees het
year, come by July hi and
pick It up.
Th. U. 1. Deetstimshi of
Agriculture le the authority
ler the efileatterd Kiel at
least elly of our planted
mops ars dipsedisr Ism*,
sr le port se the Wry boo
Ss= Iseiteleetlese.
~kip bass nor
palladia ol slisltra lb*
dorms, vaealr sae., may
multast
ApiaryS
311 Ilielersa Street
tarallt Pullen. Tanners,
TRY A&P 's LOW LOW PRICES
SUPER—RIGHT BEEF
CHUCK ROAST
Chuck Steak suPee'-Rlgm
Ground Beef . 3 Lb Pkil Or More
Smoked Hams 'Po"'
Fresh
Lb 680
Lb  690
Lb  5 90
STRAWBERRIES
Pints
EA. 9cTomatoes VINE RIPE 
REG. OR BUTTERMILK
GOLDEN RISE
BISCUITS
8
1-LB.
3-02.
BOXES
Family
Favorites
40Mialkelb
22-02,
BOTTLES
IVORY FLAKES
2-3/4 OZ. BOX 394
BOX OF
IVORY SNOW I 24
2-LIE BOX sin TABLETS
% Loin Sliced
Pork Chops . 
U.S.D.A. Grade A (16-22 Lbs
Turkeys 
Arm Or English Cut
Chuck Roast
Store Sliced
Breakfast Bacon,
A&P Vet raw
Sliced Bacon
79C
Lb  39t
Lb  18C
Lb 780
Lb  880
Fresh
Ground Chuck Lb 880 Prices GoodThru Sat., April 25
ALL BEEF
HAMBURGER 59t
(3 LB. PKG. OR MORE) LB.
Apinehilierder II 'AP
COUPON CODE 19270
COUPON WORTH 20e ON
PURCHASE OF 402. JAR
OF TASTERS CHOICE COFFEE
Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat., April 25
Limit I Coupon Per Customer
Regular Price Without Coupon mr•-
111Z991I
Fresh
Green Beans
AP
GLEEM
TOOTHPASTE
3% OZ.
TUBE 494
LL250
SWEET
Yellow Corn 
5 EARS  490
California
188 Size/ 10 For 590Oranges 
Red Or Golden
Delicious Apples 10 For 590
ad Off Kleenex Boutique 4 12.t. c:.$ 1Facial Tissue 
MR. CLEAN
ALL PURPOSE
CLEANER
280Z BTL
Rolls 69
990BOX Of 40 (Save 50d)Kotex 
Kleenex 3d Off
Boutique Towels
5 032 
.
z. $2i Off Arinour
Vim. Sausage 4 Cans
(Save1740Liquid i coowDelergern ou. t nt 3 9. 9°1A
ahoy  Btls.
Margirlee'  
c,t,nt $1
Jane Parker
Buttermilk Bread iltZ 990
Ea. 590
Spanish Bar Cake Es. 450
Jana Parker
Blackberry Pie
Jane Parker
DU?
2. L11-7 0/ 894
HO X
BONUS 394
1505. HOX
DR EFT
is 02.110X nt
EA.
1802.
BOX
3502.
BOX
7501
 
2
WITH COUPON IN THIS AD
te0i 'AP
  
MR. CLEAN
ALL PURPOSE 39t
CLEANER 2801. [rm.
With This Coupon
Good Only Al A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat., April 25
 
 Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per CustomerKw=
MEDD
COMET
CLEANSER
22 oz. CAN
01%0111011110111.10411.1110111011401N1.41~ 
With This Coupon
Good Only At AAP Food Stores
COMET /
CLEANSER - i.i
Coupon Expires Ser., April 23
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
WITH COUPON IN AD
1S
22 02. CAN 
t. v
A&P
Instant
Breakfast
9 4
KEN L-RATION 6/87t
DOG FOOD 15550Z. CANS
With This Coupon
Good Only Al PAP Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat., April 2$
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
DEAL NUMBER
(C-006-REVISION 1/,
vuouu,
SURF COLD silt
WATER
DETERGENT 3LB. 1 OZ. BOX
With This Coupon
Good Only AT A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat., April 25
Regular Price Without Coupon  
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
1,11:SERN
CATSUP
4,1402. $1 00BTLS. I
EARLY JUNE PEAS
5,70 1$100CANS
PINEAPPLE TIDBITS
6 8 °Z. $100CANS
FRUIT COCKTAIL
4 1702.CANS
GOLDEN CORN
170 
VARIETIES 
sioo
2 
WHITE OR GOLDEN
CREAM CORK
6 8% oz $1100CANS i
CUT GREEN BEANS
4,..z.$100oANs
SPINACH
$100
CANS
EARLY GARDEN PEAS
6 8.0z.$100CANS
•
0.
Three Killed, Five Others Injured
In Headon Friday Night Smashup
Wreck On Fulton Highway
Involves Three Vehicles
A headon, grinding collision just inside the city limits of UnionCI*, on the Fulton highway Friday night claimed the lives of threeyounT girls, two of them students at union City High School.Five other persons were injured, including a Union City couplein a third car which also became involved in the smashup.The dead are:
Jessica Ann Phillips, 17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. li•noli
110
• LLSRED — Two Union City High Schoolstudents were killed and two others seriouslyhurt in this car Friday night when it was
tiRSTRUCTION— The impact of the collision
which claimed the lives of two occupants ofthis auto is clearly shown in this close-up
•
Phillips ol 1218 Woodlawa, a
high school senior.
Merye Elaine Perry. 15.
daughter. oLlAr.-wod Mrs. R. B.
Perry of 1016 Highland Ave., a
sophomore at Union City High.
Mrs. Ivory Sue Williams, 18,
Negro of East College Court, a
Union City High School graduate
and a checker at E. VI, James
and Sons Supermarket in Union
City.
Critically injured was Allen
Graham. le. son of Mr. and
Involved In • three-car canteen on the
highway. A third girl died in another car and,
in all, five persons were injured.
photo. Both Jessica Ann Phillips, 17, andMarys Elaine Perry, 15, died in the crash.(Photo by Adelle)
WHITE OLIVER 1855
a brand new
turbocharged diesel
with 98 Certified
pto Horsepower
11 New from grille to platform, an ultra-modern tractor with an ultra-modernengine. II Turbocharged, 6
-cylinder diesel with a divided exhaust manifold thatprovides strong, steady power at all engine speeds. • New, closed-center hydraulicsystem delivers extra "muscle" whenever and wherever you need it, greater liftat low engine speed. II New, self-adjusting, double-disc power brakes—smoothhydraulic stopping power. V New hydraulic control of pto: "feather" engagementto start loads smoothly, 540 or 1,000 rpm. 11I New wander-free power steeringsystem reduces drift, includes column that tilts to 5 positions. • New, isolated,rubber-mounted platform and instrument panel dampens vibrations, reduces heatand noise transmission. V Optional Hbdraul-Shift with on-the-go underdrive andoverdrive offers 3 speeds in each of 6 ranges-18 in all. • Extra wheel guard fueltanks boost capacity to more than 100 gallons (standard 35-gallon tank). • Op-tional cab with air conditioner, gasoline engine (92 Certified pto Horsepower).IN Three types: Row Crop, 4
-Wheel Drive, Wheatland/Ricefield.
DUNAYANT TRACTOR CO.
 Highway 45-E South Fulton. Tenn.
I Plus BIG, SAVINGS on WHITE - HOT SPECIALS
On Other TRACTORS and COMBINES
Mrs. Al Graham of 704 Whir-
manlier. He received severe
fractures of the right legend both
arma, multuas fracture: ot the-jaw and facial bones, multiple
lacerations of the face and mouth
and possible other internal in-
juries. He was kept overnight
in Obion County General Hos-
pita' and transferred to Baptist
Memorial Hospital in Memphis
this morning.
A physician said the youth's
condition was "satisfactory con-
sidering the extent of his in-
juries."
Charles 'Chuck' Barham, 17,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wyatt
of the Jordan highway, was under-
going treatment in the local hos-
pital today for a nose fracture
and laceration and possible frac-
tures of Abe elbow and wrist.
His condition was listed as good,
Others injured included James
D. Olds, about 35, of South Ful-
ton, Lester B. Hatchell, 64, of
208 Taylor St., Union City, and
his wife, Mrs. Hurtle Hatchet',
56. Mr. Olds received facial
and arm lacerations and was ad-
mitted to the local hospital. Mr.
and Mrs. Hatchell were treated
for cuts and bruises but were
not admitted,
.../401111111 Felice Chief Homer
Palmer said the cars were a
1965 Buick four-door, driven by
the Graham youth; a 1969 Cbevro-
let four-door, driven by M r. Olds,
and a 1967 chevrotet four-door,
driven by Mr. Hatchet.
The officer said Mr. Olds was
traveling toward Union City and
began passing two cars, one driv-
en by Mr. Hatchet' and the other
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Fall of Fulton,lraham youth was
was driving toward Fano!) and the
Graham and Olds autos collid-
ed almost headon, Asst. Chief
Palmer said. Mr. Hatchet' was
unable to avoid smashing into the
wreckage and about $1100 'edam-
MRS. IVORY SUE WILLIAMS
Better Days Ahead
Seen By KEA Chief
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The Kentucky Education Asso-
ciation's outgoing president, Dr.
Kenneth A. Estes, predicted bet-
ter days ahead for teiaChert.gt
the final session of the_grA
convention Friday.
"Regardless of the sparsity
of action this past legislative
session, I believe that legisla-
tors will be more conscious of
school needs next session," he
said.
"Without doubt the next pro-
gram will be planned long be-
fore the legislature meets and
have the commitment of the
governor and legislators before
the session starts," he added.
He told the teachers they are
at a changing point for educa-
tion and should have no regrets
for their action (to strike) last
February.
Estes also said that teachers
have a professional responsibil-
ity to work more closely with
parents in order to present a
united front at all times.
lie also predicted an increase
in negotiations between teachers
and local school boards.
"Most boards are beginning
to realize that they are delay-
ing school progress by contin-
uing to fight this movement,"
he commented.
Incoming KEA president,
Ruth Reeves of Ashland, echoed
his sentiments when she said
that the local community is
where the action is.
"We have an obligation to cre-
ate a better climate for im-
provement in education through
local boards of education," Mrs.
Reeves said.
"Teachers are fed up with
bearing the burden of every tax
in the state to get a small frac-
tional part of that tax dollar to
110e100130,add. a small pittance
tb altar salaries but for the com-
plete financing of the element-
ary and secondary schools," she
remarked.
Mrs. Reeves added, "KEA
members are tired of hearing
prospective candidates say, 'I
am for education' from one side
of their mouths and 'I will raise
taxes' from the other side."
"By so doing they have made
education synonymous with tax-
es," she said.
Farmington Boy
Killed In Fall
From Spreader
FARMINGTON, Ky., April 18—
A 12-year-old Farmington boy
died Saturday when he fell into
a farm lime spreader and suf-
focated.
Joseph Michael Williams, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Freeze,
Farmington Rt. I, was riding the
machine when the accident oc-
curred, according to Graves
County authorities.
The accident occurred on the
James Barker farm, Sedalia Rt.
1, about 4 p.m.
The body is at the Bryn Fu-
neral Home where funeral ar-
rangements are incomplete.
Poor spirit of country living
can be corrected by placing a
new emphasis on religious faith,
and the spiritual qualities of
good neighbors, family co-
operation, love and appreciation
Mayfield To Open
Fire Station Bids
MAYFIELD, Ky.
The city council will open bids
for a new fire station, to be
constructed on South 10th Street,
at its meeting on May 11.
Peck Bros. Architects, Padu-
cah, submitted final plans for
the station Monday evening.
FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p. m.
AU you can eat
Children 75c
Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Pries
DERBY RESFulton TAURitrteitiikiew
age was done to the left side of
his car. The other cars were Fulton, Ky.
demolished,
Mr. Fall was not involved in the
wreck and he and his wife re-
mained at the scene to give aid.
The Graham car left the high-
way on the east side and over-
turned, partly in a ditch and
pertly in • field. TM Olds
car remained in the middle or-
the highway and the Hatchet car
was partly off the highway on the
west side,
ASSt. Chief Palmer said Mr.
Cps will be charged with im-
proper passing and "possibly
other charges..
Assisting Asst. Chief Palmer
at the scene were Patrolmen
Raymond Hutchens, Bill Lem-
onds and James McGowan,
along with State Trooper W. C.
Tate.
The fatalities were the first of
the year In Union City.
Miss Phillips had the lower
part of her left leg amputated
about two years ago because of
cancer and had been fitted with
an artificial limb.
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Ziice Zaicce
- at the CELLAR LOUNGE
Open 5: p. m. to Midnivht
Maggie Lee & The Percussions
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights
• • • • WV, • .1 /1 1TVI•1•1••  1••  1•11111M•11 • Irlr•  1•••••••••- -••r•••••••• 
The Wanderers
Friday Nights
MOOD INDIGO
Saturday Night
THE PARK TERRACE in South Fulton
Telephone 901-479-1321
PRICE REDUCTION
. AD. -•-• TWOINIMIY771
RAMPAGE
Abbas '4'
.1
P. N. HIRSCH & CO
CUTS PRICES TO SAVE YOU MORE
ENTIRE STOCK
REG. $3.00 WOMEN'S
CANVAS SHOES
DECK AND TENNIS STYLES
CUSHION INSOLE
NEVER
BEFORE SOLD
AT THIS
LOW PRICE
SHEET BLANKETS
100% WASHABLE COTTON
SOLID COLORS WITH MATCHING NYLON BINDING
70 x 90-IN. SIZE
JUST LOOK
AT THE
MONEY
YOU SAVEI
Sizes 4 to 14
MEN'S NYLON
JACKETS
— Assorted Colors and
Styles.
— Sizes S-M-L
SUGHT IRREGULARS
88
3.00
IF PERFECT
PERFECT COVER
FOR COOL
SPRING NIGHTS
•
WHITE AND
ASSORTED
PASTEL COLORS
POLYESTER
Double Knits
— Pastel Shades!
— Good Selection!
— Reg. $5.00 Yard!
— This Week Only
$3.50 yd.
MEN'S POPLIN
JACKETS
— Assorted Colon
— Sins S-M-L
$ 3 99
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Top Students
Are Listed
South Fulton High School's
honor roll for the fifth six-weeks
period has been announced by
Principal Virgil Yates.
Students who made the honor
roll are:
SENIORS
4.0 - Pat Adams, Carmen
Gardner, Jerry Keistler, Amanda
Newton, Jan Clement, Diane
Frlibla, Susan Warren, Janet
Taylor.
3.0- Barry Blackwell, Rich-
gowddB;rke, Scarlet Criniord,Kay, Wanda Elliott, Susie Har-
ris, Judy Henderson, Judy
Lennox, Jackie Wood.
JUNIORS
4.0- Acids Hollie, Nancy Bag-
well, Deborah Hodges.
3.0- Julie Bard, Dessie Gattis,
Kay King, Penelope Winston,
Rodney Cummings, John Dunker,
Tommy Greer, Stan Hurt, Mike
Halley, Bob Ross, Dale Walker,
Gary Jetta], Jerry Oliver, Kathy
Proctor, Mike McKinney, Kay
Blackburn, Denise Coleman, Edie
Maynard, James Phillips, David
Puckett, Stephen walker.
SOPHOMORES
4.0- Mike Easterwood, James
Paul Johnson, David Newton, Dale
Townsend, Dale Yates, Mike
David Netherland, Paula
Butchlus, Leith Jeffrey, Lio-
n.) MCCULLUM, Rocert Powell,
Lee Ann Reams, James Fuller,
David Gilbert, Mary Jane C11111011,
Kim OW2115., Kaylone Mosely,
James Birber, Patti Parrish,
Dorothy Avent, Robert Collier,
Jeralfer Moss, Kay Stunson,
Martha Moore, Larry Jamison,
Cathy ovens, Linda Pickering,
Gary Falkner, Cindy Roberts.
FRESHMEN
4.0- Philip Wiley, Kathy Mc-
Kinney, Dan Cunningham, Pannell
wheeler, Donnie crews, Robert
Burrow, Bill Gray Marilyn Law-
CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only per word
to reach
6,500 Homes l
WANT to dean yards and
mow grass. Call 472-3585.
ion, Carol Rebore.
3.0- Robin Kekko, Tommy
Wright, Rose Ciattls, Jean Doug-
las, Glenn Green, Vicki Hudson,
Donna Cathey, Joyce King, Kathy
Petty, Greg Boodurant, Lynn
Powell, Grog Roee, Jame.
Mathias, Ginger Fields, Steve
Cox, Charles Mott, Jerry
Johns, Geroge Higgins, Mike
Brown, Barbara Robinson,
Cheryl Prields, Deborah Ded-
'°°,1• Pane* 12041.4•4 Plans Dun-
can.
Adrian Smith
Honored By
Farmm. gton
MURRAY, Ky.,
Adrian 'Odle' Smith was honored
by his high school alma meter
here tonight and his old Farm-
ington High School jersey. No.
34, was retired and will repose
in a trophy case along with his
picture.
Smith was guest of honor at
the annual Farmington High
cage banquet held here. He was
presented with a handsome
plaque by Alfred Delk and Gary
Sanderson, captions of the 1981)-
70 Farmington team.
Smith played for Farmington
during the 1950-54 era, and aver-
aged 29 points a game his junior
and senior years.
He later was a member of
Adolph Rupp's Fiddlin' Five that
won the NCAA title for Kentucky
in 1958. Smith also played on the
U.S. Olympic cage team in 1960.
Smith has been in professional
basketball for the past nine
years, eight with the Cincinnati
Royals and last year with the
San Francisco Warriors.
In acceptini his award, Smith
commented, -"You 'neVer lose
sight of the people you grow up
with. To come back here and
receive this award is touching
beyond words.'
Smith listed his keys to suc-
cess are (1) dedication; (2) sac-
rifice; and (3) determination
and confidence.
"I'm always proud to say I'm
from Farmington. This award
means a lot to me," he con-
cluded.
Individual team awards were
announced and presented by
Farmington principal Jimmy
Baker and Coach Joe Mikez.
Some 100 persons, including
cheerleaders, attended the ban-
PYhR fine antiquel: quet to honor Smith and the
55IYatl grand P0100 , ninff's Farmington Wildcats and their
nut desk from &Wand, Seth max
Thomas mantel clock. Phone
472-2610. Fulton Defeats
NttICE: turn-Year Alnitaantz
ed items into cash. Contact
Broadway Auction rlheiater,
Broadway Street, South Fulton.
RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
St. Fulton, Ky.
WE BUY used furniture and
antiques. 'Broadway Auction
Theater, South k'ukon, Tenn.
FOR SALE: Driveway gravel.
dirt; 472-2316.
PART TIME CAREER
AVAILABLE with Sarah Cov-
entry, Inc. The world's largest
sellers of costume jewelry on
the party plan. For informa-
tion write Dulsie Howard,
Route 2, Calvert City. Ky.
42029.
FARM FOR SALE: In top five
of County. 212-acre form 8 miles
southwest of Clinton, Ky; 2-
acre lake, stocked, fenced;
blacktop on two sides, almost
new 3-bedroom brick home
with 11/2 baths, huge den with
fireplace. built-in disposall.
dishwasher, stove and oven,
covered patio, three carports;
stock barn, grain bin, other ex-
tras. Assume large loan, low
interest. Call collect (615) 832-
6712.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY,
nian or woman to supply con-
sumers in area with Rawleigh
Products. Can earn $60 weekly
part time - $100 and up full
time. Contact Milton Babcock
223 East Main St. Freeport,
Ill 61032 • Phone 815-232-4161.
EARN $7,200 annually growing
rare Ginseng root! Send $2.00
(refundable) for seeds, details.
List of buyers paying $30.00 lb.
included. G. C. Herbs, 244
Pleasant St., Middlesiaorough,
Mass. 02346.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
Wanted, responsible party to
take over low monthy pay-
ments on a spinet piano. Can
be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, P. 0. Box 276, Shel-
byville, Indiana 46176.
POTTERY
Bird baths, water fountains,
window boxes, flower pots of
all sizes and shapes. Lawn end
Warden ornaments, band-snide
glass. Largest stock of con-
crete and clay pottery in fhb
area,
ALLEN'S POTTERY
Martin Highway
South Pullen, TIMM
titokmun tor Atteet
CLINTON, Ky. - Hickman
County, hosting its first track
meet ever, was edged by visit-
ing Fulton City, 80-56, Tuesday
afternoon.
Fulton's James Pawlukiewicz
grabbed first place in three
events for his team. He won the
70-yard hurdles, I20-yard low
hurdles, and the high jump.
Don Estes of Hickman County
collected first place in two
events with victories in the 220-
yard dash and the 100-yard dash.
Joe Suggs, likewise, amassed
first place In two categories,
taking the shot put, and the
discus throw.
7O-YD. HURDLES: Pawluklewira
OCI MI. Curtis MCI, Scott MCI.
100-YD. DASH: Setae OWL :10.5.
Weasels (PC). /nary (PC).
ONE:MILE RUN: Bornenberger fro.
537.6, Bred, OWL Mlle flICL
MIND. DASH: All.. (NC). 1414.4.
Covington (Pc). Wlldbourn (Fc,,
MOND. LOW Frummars: Pawlu-
ktewlee NC). iRS. Soot. MC/
'CND. RUN: floatIne (NC).
Ilelntoeh WO. Jewell (PC).
RIOND. DASH: rates dici.
Mitchell (PC), taleksen
TWO-WILE RUN: Brady (SIC),
0,26.0, Heektas mars CgC).
I1ROAD JUMP: WACO (SiC). 174%,
Wbitnel (PC), Young (PC),
HIGH /VW: Pewlukiewiee. MO, 54
Lowrance MO. Covington (PC).
SHOT PUT: sues (m), at-ii„ Lie
TM. Mee OCL
77UPLE JUMP: Yams MICL 354
Kande* Ma. lingo (SIC).
DISCUS: lull cao, 11114 Peroleon
(NC). Sc. cro.
Sewing Machine Winner!
DEBBIE CANTER, South Fulton
This ad starts Wednesday, April 22
and runs through Tuesday, April 28
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES
Carlisle County
Beats Hickman
BARDWELL, Ky. - Mickey
Thoznasson pitched and batted
the Carlisle County Comets to a
9-4 triumph over the visiting
Hickman County Falcons in a
game here Wednesday.
Thomasson gave up four hits
and five runs, while fanning 10
and walking one. He also ac-
counted for two of the Comets'
nine hits.
Carlisle County romped for
five runs in the wand, on three
walks, a hit batsman, and
singles by Mike Cain and Thom-
ason.
The Comets, now 5-2 on the
season, will host Farmington to-
day.
Manus Comte . 010 3W 1-4 3 3
GAMY& Cents 250 100 x-fl 0 5
Jordan and Edwards; inow....oe
and Trbisall.
PUREX
AMIN HI-WAY SOUTH FULTON,
CECIL'S
LIB
LIQUID BLEACH
WITH COUPON
Half-Gallon jug
South Fulton
Tenness
rRyERS WU,11So.lIenspected 2
Murray Blasts
Fulton County
MURRAY, Ky. - The Murray
High Tigers used an explosive
third inning to sail past the visit-
ing Fulton County Pilots, 11-2,
In a game Friday evening.
hakes Counts gl0 000 1- 11 S II
111=1.0 iind EQ 11110 2;; 1.11 11.01
Sc....no ceeteePras
TISSUE WaldorfWithCoupon 4 ROLL 90PKG. BACON SLICEDCHICKASAW 69cLB.
3SAL' E White House 25 oz $Apple l Jars
JUICE GIGRA FGROEZEN 6 6-ozcans 90
RoASTU.S. CHOICE CHUCK 
59FIRST CUT lb
STEAK U.S. PRIME ROUND 990lb
IL CRISCO24 ozBOTTLE 550RoASTOSTON BUTT POFtK590lb.
pEAcH ESHUNT'S no 2 1/2 FRESH SLICED PORK
cans
lb.
.111.10w +Maw .11N1111w .111••• •••■•• .11.110. .111.11•. 
.41M1111w .41! .ellalw +NOW .0•11T ! i .•11.111•• -.1•115,* .•11111. r .4111•. olMON. .1011.1w •41.111. .11011Pw
TUNA :Towels
WINGS  
lb. 59cl HAMS
SCOTT 
I BRE-ACHICKEN PARTS -
1 
LEGS
SHS 
lb. 49c
ci __
1 LNDER
Chicken of the Sea3,..12
Chunk Style
6 1/2 02 
reg. 4 1 BACKS & NECKS lb. 15cFresh Fresh lb. 29c SMOKED WHOLE
90 1 
rolls A Liver lb. 89c Gizzards lb. 39c i or
can .,imiLSHANK HALF LB
..510..misw ..sm.- -am. .smoo. Ans.. -emo...onsw ..ams...+00- Assei•Lim. -.ow ..saw.amm. .NNUO. .010•• <Mir .41111M. .s•Mliw 411
ARMOUR SAUSAGE
VIENNA can.5_41
SUGAR CURED SMOKED
JOWLS pieceBy the 39cLB.
FRESH SHOULDER
PICNICS LB 39c
ARMOUR
TREET 12 ozcan 59cBOLOGNA stick 3 OLD FASHIONED LARGE lb.lb.
FRESH SLICED
SHOW BOAT
No
Pork&Beans 3can00 lotPork Cutlets19C
ARMOUR SKINLESS 49c
FRANKS pkg.12 oz.
Teenie weenie whole kernel
CORN
Or
golden 303
cream cans
style 90
FRESH GROUND
Hamburger LB 59c Fat Back LB 290
NICE THICK
Miss Wisconsin
PEAS 3:13 ) I CATSUP ,),ze 3w Neck boner29t
fr. HUNT'S TOMATO A\ FRESH
ealaNaa walMala +MOW -0111110. eallEnew aninaw agillass willeRor .1111111n- wallNaw 
-Naar ..nao.OLEO ROLLS 'PIES3pies20 -o z sii piEsV MORTON'S FRUIT $ MORTON'S MEAT
5 lbs $l MISS LIBERTY • PET RITZ PIEBrown & Servepkg. of12 I shells 0Pn. 35cipotatit,I FROZEN FRENCH FRIED
pies
Potatoes2YELLOWSOLID
11.1 
.41.111' t 111.111 
ICE BERG 1111°
HJUEMADB019c
ALL REG. SOFT 65 14 I/2-oz $1
loaves DRINKS LETTUCE
DEL MONTE FRUIT 4
LIBERTY MARKET
LIQUID BLEACH
MEI half gal. .1P9-1,C
With Coupon and $5.00 addition-
al purchase. Excluding Tobacco
and Dairy products.
(Limit On• Coupon Par Family/
Void Altar April 28. 1270 c
MISS LIBERTY
BREAD plusdep.
90
Cocktail 303 $1Cans QUART 29CBOTTLEWAGNER'S ORANGEDRINK
LIBERTY MARKET
WALDORF Bath Room
TISSUE 4 roll 90
With Coupon and $5.00 addition-
al purchase. Excluding Tobacco
And Dairy Products.
Vold After April 28, 1970
r ired for both
111 
HOME GROWN TURNIP 25
GREENS lb.
LIBERTY MARKET
FOLGERS
COFFEE lb. can _ _ 79C
WITH THIS COUPON
Void After April 28, 1970
LIBERTY MARKET
SOFT WEAVE Bath Room
TISSUE 2 - 2 roll pkgs 39c
62c Value (Coupon Worth 23c)
WITH THIS COUPON
Void Altar April 28, 1970
Beef liver113490
Three Killed, Five Others Injured
In Headon Friday Night Smashup
Wreck On Fulton Highway
Involves Three Vh1dei
A headon, grinding collision just inside the city limits of UnionCity on the Fulton highway Friday night claimed the lives of threeyoung girls, two of them students at Union City High SchoOl.Five other persons were injured, including a Union City couplein a third car which also became involved in the smashup.
'rho dead are:
Jamb:a Am Phillips, 17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mak
Phullps of 1218 Woodiavrn, a
high school senior.
Merye Elaine Perry. 15.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Perry of 1096 Highland Ave., a
sophomore at Union City High.
Mrs. Ivory Sue Williams, 18,
Negro of East College Court, a
Union City High School graduate
and a checker at E. W. James
and Sons Supermarket in Union
City.
Critically Injured was Allen
Graham. 16, son of Mr. and
LISSOM — Two Union City High Schoolstudents were killed and two others seriouslyhurt in this car Friday night when it was
lASTRUC710N— The impact of the collision
which claimed the lives of two occupants ofthis auto Is clearly shown in this close-up
all
involved in a harse-car collision oaths
highway. A third girl died in another car and,
In all, five persons were injured.
photo. Both Jessica Ann Phillips, 17, andMerye Elaine Perry, 15, died in the crash.(Photo by Adelle)
WHITE OLIVER 1855
a brand new
turbocharged diesel
with 98 Certified
pto Horsepower
• New from grille to platform, an ultra-modem tractor with an ultra-modernengine. V Turbocharged, 6-cylinder diesel with a divided exhaust manifold thatprovides strong, steady power at all engine speeds. IR New, closed-center hydraulicsystem delivers extra "muscle" whenever and wherever you need it, greater liftat low engine speed. V New, self-adjusting, double-disc power brakes—smoothhydraulic stopping power. II New hydraulic control of pto: "feather" engagementto start loads smoothly, 540 or 1,000 rpm. 11! New wander-free power steeringsystem reduces drift, includes column that tilts to 5 positions. V New, isolated,rubber-mounted platform and instrument panel dampens vibrations, reduces heatand noise transmission. IR Optional Hildraul-Shift with on-the-go underdrive andoverdrive offers 3 speeds in each of 6 ranges-18 in all. II Extra wheel guard fueltanks boost capacity to more than 100 gallons (standard 35-gallon tank). II Op-tional cab with air conditioner, gasoline engine (92 Certified pto Horsepower).111 Three types: Row Crop, 4-Wheel Drive, Wheatland/Ricefield.
 
 DUNAVANT TRACTOR CO.
Highway 45-E South Fulton, Tenn.
Plus BIG SAVINGS on WHITE -HOT SPECIALS
On Other TRACTORS and COMBINES
Mrs. Al Graham of 704 Whir-
mintier. He received severe
fractures of the right leg and both
arms, multiple fractures of thejaw and facial bones, multiple
lacerations of the face and mouth
and possible other internal in-
juries. He was kept overnight
in Obion County General Hos-
pital and transferred to Baptist
Memorial Hospital in Memphis
this morning.
A physician said the youth's
condition was "satisfactory con-
sidering the extent of his in-juries."
Charles 'Chuck' Barham, 17,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wyatt
of the Jordan highway, was under-
going treatment in the local hos-
pital today for a nose fracture
and laceration and possible frac-
tures of the elbow and wrist.
His condition was listed as good.
Others injured included James
D. Olds, about 35, of South Ful-
ton, Lester B, Hatchell, 64, of
208 Taylor St., Union City, and
his wife, Mrs. Hurtle HatcheU,
56. Mr. Olds received facial
and arm lacerations and was ad-
mitted to the local hospital. Mr.
and Mrs. Hatchell were treated
for cuts and bruises but were
not admitted.
Assistant Police Chief Homer
Palmer said the cars were a
1965 Buick four-door, driven by
the Graham youth; a 1969 Chevro-let four-door, driven by Mr.Olds,
and a 1967 Chevrolet four-door,driven by Mr. Hatchell.
The officer said Mr. Olds was
traveling toward Union City andbegan passing hvo cars, one driv-
en by Mr. Hatchell and the other
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Fall of Fult0e1.1raham youth was
was driving toward Fulton and the
Graham and Olds autos collid-
ed almost headon, Asst. Chief
Palmer said. Mr. Hatchell was
unable to avoid smashing into the
wreckage and about $1100 Indent.
MRS, IVORY SUE WILLIAMS
Better Days Ahead
Seen By KEA Chief
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The Kentucky Education Asso-
ciation's outgoing president, Dr.
Kenneth A. Estes, predicted bet-
ter days ahead for teachers at
the final session of the _KEA
convention Friday.
"Regardless of the sparsity
of action this past legislative
session, I believe that legisla-
tors will be more conscious of
school needs next session," he
said.
"Without doubt the next pro-
gram will be planned long be-
fore the legislature meets and
have the commitment of the
governor and legislators before
the session starts," he added.
He told the teachers they are
at a changing point for educa-
tion and should have no regrets
for their action (to strike) last
February.
Estes also said that teachers
have a professional responsibil-
ity to work more closely with
parents in order to present a
united front at all times.
He also predicted an increase
in negotiations between teachers
and local school boards.
"Most boards are beginning
to realize that they are delay-
ing school progress by contin-
uing to fight this movement,"
he commented.
Incoming KEA president,
Ruth Reeves of Ashland, echoed
his sentiments when she said
that the local community is
where the action is.
"We have an obligation to cre-
ate a better climate for im-
provement in education through
local boards of education," Mrs.
Reeves said.
"Teachers are fed up with
bearing the burden of every tax
in the state to get a small frac-
tional part of that tax dollar to
ntirlinly, add. a small pittance
to their salaries but for the com-
plete financing of the element-
ary and secondary schools," she
remarked.
Mrs. Reeves added, "KEA
members are tired of hearing
prospective candidates say, 'I
am for education' from one side
of their mouths and 'I will raise
taxes' from the other side."
-"By so doing they have made
education synonymous with tax-
es," she said.
Farmington Boy
Killed In Fall
From Spreader
FARMINGTON, Ky., April IS—
A 12-year-old Farmington boy
died Saturday when he fell Into
a farm lime spreader and suf-
focated.
Joseph Michael Williams, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Freeze,
Farmington R4 I, was riding the
machine when the accident oc-
curred, according to Graves
County authorities.
The accident occurred on the
James Barker farm, Sedalia Rt.
I, about 4 p.m.
The body is at the Bryn Fu-
neral Home where funeral ar-
rangements are incomplete.
Poor spirit of country living
can be corrected by placing a
new emphasis on religious faith,
and the spiritual qualities of
good neighbors, family co-
operation, love and appreciation
Mayfield To Open
Fire Station Bids
MAYFIELD, Ky.
The city council will open bids
for a new fire station, to be
constructed on South 10th Street,
at its meeting on May 11.
Peck Bros. Architects, Padu-
cah, submitted final plans for
the station Monday evening.
FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p.m.
All you can eat $
Children 75c
Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries
DERBY Rrantr
liariklik WM'
age was done to the left side of
his car. The other cars were
demolished.
Mr. Fall was not Involved in the
wreck and he and his wife re-
mained at the scene to give aid.
The Graham car left the high-
way on the east side and over-
turned, partly In a ditch and
partly in a field. The Olds
car remained in the middle of.
the highway and the Hatchell car
was partly off the highway on the
west side.
Asst. Chief Palmer said Mr.(lids will be charged with im-
proper pasting and "possibly
other charges."
Assisting Asst. Chief Palmer
at the scene were Patrolmen
Raymond Hutchens, B111 Lem-
onds and James McGowan,
along with State Trooper W. C.
Tate.
The fatalities were the first of
the year In Union City,
Miss Phillips had the lowerpart of her left leg amputated
about two years ago because of
cancer and had been fitted with
an artificial limb.
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Zoitce
at the CELLAR LOUNGE
Open 5: p. m. to Midni7ht
--Maggie Lee & The Percussions
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights
•... Rif IrWIT•••111r•  ••• • •Ir•  •"•,•1••- -•-••••IITir• 
The Wanderers
Friday Nights
MOOD INDIGO
Saturday Niqht 
THE PARK TERRACE in South Fulton
Telephone 901-479-1321
PRICE REDUeCTION
a T77'
AMPAGE
P. N. HIRSCH & CO
CUTS PRICES TO SAVE YOU MORE
ENTIRE STOCK
REG. $3.00 WOMEN'S
CANVAS SHOES
DECK AND TENNIS STYLES
CUSHION INSOLE
SHEET BLANKETS
100% WASHABLE COTTON
SOLID COLORS WITH MATCHING NYLON BINDING
70 x 90-IN. SIZE
JUST LOOK
AT THE
MONEY
YOU SAVE!
SUGHT IRREGULARS
JP'
88
$ 3.O0
IF PERFECT
PERFECT COVER
FOR COOL
SPRING NIGHTS
•
WHITE AND
ASSORTED
PASTEL COLORS
POLYESTER
Double Knits
— Pastel Shades!
— Good Selection!
— Reg. $5.00 Yard!
— This Week Only
$3.50 yd.
Sizes 4 to 14
MEN'S NYLON
— Assorted Colors and
Styles.
— Sizes S-M-L
MEN'S POPLIN
JACKETS
— Assorted Colors
— Sises S-M-L
$ 3 99
min"w". P• • N HIRSCH & COSidi ram 
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Top Students
Are Listed
South Fulton High School's
honor roll for the fifth six-week
period bas been announced by
Principal Virgil Yates.
Students who made the honor
roll are:
SENIORS
4.0 - Pat Adams, carmen
traraaer, Jerry Keener, Amanda
NewtOn, .Tan Clement, Diane
Frasids, Susan Warren, Janet
Taylor.
3.0- Barry Blackwell, Rich-
sad Burke, Scarlet Cranford,Kay
Dowdy, Wanda Elliott, Susie Har-
ris, Judy Henderson, Judy
Lennox, Jackie Wood.
JUNIORS
4.0- Jackie Hollis, Nancy Bag-
well, Deborah Hodges.
3.0- Julie Bard, Dessie Gettig,
Kay King, Penelope Winston,
Rodney Cummings, John Dunker,
Tommy Greer, Stan Hurt, Mike
Halley, Bob Ross, Dale Walker,
Gary „Tifton, Jerry Oliver, Kathy
Proctor, Mike McKinney, Kay
bac Morn, Denise Coleman, &Re
Maynard, James Phillips, David
Puckett, Stephen walker.
SOPHOMORES
4.0- Mike Easterwood, James
Paul Johnson, David Newton, Dale
Townsend, Dale Yates, Mike
Milner.
3.0- David Netherland. Paula
Stitching, Leigh Jeffrey, Lio-
nel McCulium, Ronert Powell,
Lee Ann Regina, James Fuller,
David Gilbert, Mary Jane Cannon,
3Cirn Owens._ Killing Moeely,
James Birber. Patti Parrish,
Dorothy Avent, Robert comer,
Jennifer Moss, Kay /Mason,
Martha Moore, Larry Jamison,
Cathy Owens, Linda Pickering,
Clary rainier, Cindy Roberta.
FRESHMEN
4.0- Philip Wiley, Kathy Mc-
Kinney, Dan cunningbam, Ramesh
Wheeler, Donnie Crews, Robert
Burrow Bill Gray MartlynLaw-
CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only per word
to reach
6,500 Homes 1
WA.NT to clean yards and
mow grass. Call 472-3585.
FOR SALE, fine antiques:
mall grand piano, man's wal-
aut desk from England, Seth
Thomas mantel clock. Phone
472-2610.
son, Carol Nabors.
3.0- Robin Keldio, Tommy
Wright, ROW/ (laths, Jean Doug-
las, Glenn Green, Vicki Hudson,
Donna Cathey, Joyce King, Kathy
Petty, Greg Boedurant, Lynn
Powell, Greg Rose, James
Mathias, Ginger Fields, Steve
Con, Charles Elliott, Jerry
Johns, Geroge Higgins, Mike
Brown, Barbara Robinson,
Cheryl Frields, Deborah Dad-
'dm. Main Halo and MOO DOD.
can.
Adrian Smith
Honored By
Farmington
MURRAY, Ky.,
Adrian 'Odin' Smith was honored
by his high school alma meter
here tonight and his old Farm-
ington High School jersey, No.
34, was 'retired and will repose
in a trophy case along with his
picture.
Smith was guest of honor at
the annual Fanningtm High
cage banquet held here. He was
presented with a handsome
plaque by Alfred Delk and Gary
Sanderson, captions of the 1981)-
70 Farmington team.
Smith played for Farmington
during the 1950-54 era, and aver-
aged 29 points a game his junior
and seater years.
He later was a member of
Adolph Rupp's Fiddlin' Five that
won the NCAA title for Kentucky
in 1958. Smith also played on the
U.S. Olympic cage team in 1960.
Smith has been in professional
basketball for the past nine
years, eight with the Cincinnati
Royals and last year with the
San Francisco Warriors.
In accepting his award, Smith
commented, "You healer lose
sight of the people you grow up
with. To come back here and
receive this award is touching
beyond words.'
Smith listed his keys to suc-
cess are (1) dedication; (2) sac-
rifice; and (3) determination
and confidence.
"I'm always proud to say I'm
from Farmington. This award
means a lot to me," he con-
cluded.
Individual team awards were
announced and presented by
Farmington principal Jimmy
Baker and Coach Joe Mikez.
Some 100 persons, including
cheerleaders, attended the ban-
quet to honor Smith and the
Farmington Wildcats and their
coach.
NatICE: turn your wow-
ed items into cash. Contact -
Broadway Auction Theater,
Broadway Street, South Fulton.
RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
St. Fulton, Ky.
WE IYUY used furniture and
antiques. Broadway Auction
Theater, South Fulton, Tern
FOR SALE: Driveway gravel,
dirt; 472-2316.
PART TIWIE CAREER
AVAILABLE with Sarah Cov-
entry, Inc. The world's largest
sellers of costume jewelry on
the party plan. For informa-
tion write Dulsie Howard,
Route 2, Calvert City,
42029.
FARM FOR SALE: In top five
of County. 212-acre farm 8 miles
southwest of Clinton, Ky; 2-
acre lake, stocked, fenced;
blacktop on two sides, almost
new. 3-bedroom brick home
with 1/2 baths, huge den with
fireplace, built-in disposal!.
dishwasher, stove and oven,
covered patio, three carports;
stock barn, grain bin, other ex-
tras. Assume large loan, low
interest Call collect (315) 832-
6712.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY,
man or woman to supply con-
sumers in area with Rawleigh
Products. Can earn $60 weekly
Part time - $100 and up full
time. Contact Milton Babcock
223 East Main St. Freeport,
III. 61032 - Phone 815-232-4161.
EARN $7,200 annually growing
rare Ginseng root! Send $2-00
(refundable) for seeds. details.
List of buyers paying $30.00 lb.
included. G. C. Herbs, 244
Pleasant St., Middlesborough,
Mast. 02346.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
Wanted, responsible party to
take over low moothy pay-
ments on a spinet piano. Can
be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, P. 0. Box 276, Shel-
byville, Indiana 46176.
POTTERY
Bird baths, water fountains.
window boxes, flower pots of
all sizes and shapes. Lawn end
garden ornaments, hand-made
glass. Largest stock of con-
crete and clay pottery in this
MI.
ALLEN'S POTTERY
Martin Highway
So" .Peitint, Tans. 
FultonDefeats
Mittman ImMeet.
CLINTON, Ky. - Hickman
County, hosting its first track
meet ever, was edged by visit-
ing Fulton City, 60-56, Tuesday
afternoon.
Fulton's James Pawluklewicz
grabbed first place in three
events for his team. He won the
70-yard hurdles, 120-yard low
hurdles, and the high jump.
Don Estes of Hickman County
collected first place in two
events with victories In the 220-
yard dash and the 100-yard dash.
Joe Suggs, likewise, amassed
first place In two categories,
taking the shot put, and the
discus throw.
TO-YD. HIJIIDLES: Pewlukiewtes
(PC) :103. Curtis WC). Scott OWL
10041). DASH: rates (SW). :10.0.
Iglekeen (PC). 'Than
ONEIME RIJN: Boyeenberser RC).
5:37.6. ands OWL 11111.1 (SIC).
40-YD. DASH: Anon (BC). 11111.4.
Covington (PC). Wildbourn 170.
13(sYD. LOW HURDLES: Pawl*
kiewles (PC). :15.4. Scott. MCI.
50-YD. RUN: Reeking MCI. 5:35.1.
McIntosh (1C). Jewell (PC).
530-YD. DASH: Mos (HO. 34.5.
Ititchell (PC). Erickson (PC).
TWO-1111.11 RUN: Reedy (SIC).
12:25.0, Ileekine Tharp NC).
BROAD JUMP: RUM* (BC), 174016.
White.) (PC). Young (IC).
HIGH JUMP: Pewlukiewies. (PC). $ie
U.TOSCII Cra Covington (PC).
SHOT ?UT: Susi (PC). 3/-11. LINI
PC). Ike (PC).
1113,1.11 JUMP: Yaws (PC). 354.
Whew* (PC). Ringo CHM
DISCUS: Suss OIC). 11114. rename
Ma. Lie cam.
Carlisle County
Beats Hickman
BARDWELL, Ky. - Mickey
Thomasson pitched and batted
the Carlisle County Comets to
9-4 triumph over the visitin
Hickman County Falcons to
game here Wednesday.
Thomason gave up four hit,
and five rims, while fanning 1
and walking one. He also ac-
counted for two of the Comets'
nine hits.
Carlisle County romped for
five runs in the second, On three
walks, a hit batsman, and
singles by Mike Cain and Thom-
The Comets, now 5-2 on the
season, will host Farmington to-
day.
Hickman Counts . 010 300 1-4 5 11
Carlisle Counts 150 300 o--41 9 5
Jordan and Edwards. Thosemeown
and Irmi
Murray Blasts
Fulton County
MURRAY, Ky. - The Murray
High Ilgers used an explosive
third Inning to sail past the visit-
ing Fulton County Pilots, 11-2,
in a game Friday evening.
rams Counts 010 000 I- 5 11
x-11 11u=dack... NO 
au/ Plasm; liobsow
Ireases. C) Hi.
MABTUI III-WA SOUTH FULTONSewing Machine Winner! South Fulton
DEBBIE CANTER, South Fulton
11:,
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ARMOUR
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SHOW
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14 oz
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HUNT'S
bATSUP
Serve
pkg.
12
ALL
mums
.411=12.
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TOMATO
!NW
2y
.wings.
SOFT
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'MORTON'S
PIES
39,
,
+Mo. .miales. 01///10- ..111.•
FRUIT
3 pies2°
FRESH
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ICE
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Tobacco
1970
LIBERTY
FOLGERS
COFFEE
WITH
Void
9c2 HOMEGREENS
GROWN TURNIP 25
lb.
LIBERTY MARKET
LIQUID BLEACH
MCC half gal. .11;9._ .1C
With Coupon and $5.00 addition-
al purchase. Excluding Tobacco
atid Dairy products.
(Limit Ono Coupon Per Family)
Void Mini, April 28. 1970
10 chase iarequired
msmaismososommigesmodommes.
LIBERTY MARKET
VVALDORF Bath Room
TISSUE 4 roll Pl(c1._
With Coupon and $5.00
al purchase. Excluding
end Dairy Products.
Void After April 28,
toxi0f2amisniman.,••••••=iimmiiiisangis
MARKET
lh. can .79C
THIS COUPON
Altar April 28, 1970
LIBERTY MARKET
SOFT WEAVE Bath Room
TISSUE 2 - 2 roll pkgs 39c
62c Value (Coupon Worth 23c)
WITH THIS COUPON
Void After April 28. 1970
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"SWING INTO THE '70's" JOIN THE SAVINGS PARADE!
E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET
HYDE
-PARK
BREAD
20
0oRz4 O 1
Plenty Of F-r-e-e Parking
WITH
BEANS
VAN-CAMP
CHILI 15 1/2 oz.can
3 FOR $1
We Cash Payroll Checks
OT.
MAYONNAISE
59c
Finest Produce In Town
JAM•PAcKED with
EY.
 SAVE RS I
MAXISAVINGS stands for MAXIMUM. • yes. MAXIMUM savings for you. Mn. Homemskarl MAXI.SAVIN.
manna your Feed Budget. • your Food Money. DOES MORE for rou at E. W. Jamas Sean Supermarket - MAXI-
SAVINGS miens HAPPIER SHOPPING because your Food Dollars now perform at MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY!
Tbsy'll DO MORE for youl
PORkT611TOPS
U.S. CHOICE HAND PICKED SPECIAL
SIRLOIN—STEAK
LB. 99
END CUT
PORK CHOPS LB 59t U. S. CHOICEK C STEAKS LB. $1.69
FRESH
LOIN CUT CHOPS LB. 89c REELFOOTFRANKS 12 OZ. PKG. 594
FRESH
BREAKFAST CHOPS LB' 89t REELFOOT - Whole or Half 694SLAB BACON LB.
PUREX
BLEACH
1/2 GAL 29 t
U. S. Corn - Fed Choice - Beef
HYDE PARK CAN
BISCUITS
6 cANs594
National Advertised Brands
GOLDEN RICH STICK
OLEO
5 LBS. $1
We Accept US Government Food Stamps
TRIAL SIZE 7 OZ.
EACH
it
ualn DETERGENT
10$
COUNTRY STYLE
RIBS L. 694 HERMITAGESLICED BACON LB 694
QUARTER
LOIN SLICED LB 69t U. S. CHOICE LB.ROUND STEAK
REELFOOT- LAKE BRAND
BOLOGNA
WHOLE OR 39
HALF STICK 4 LB.
CARNATION 10 pak. 12 oz. 99t
Instant Breakfast EACH 
HYDE PARK 120Z. 6
Can Drinks FOR 59t
REELFOOT SMOKED
PICNICS
WHOLE 49c LB.
GIANT 22 oz.
Top Job EACH 56$
10 oz. INSTANT
Nescafe Coffee EACH $1.49
$ HEINZ 15 oz.12 TO THE BOX 1
Jumbo Pies 3 BOXES I Tomato Soup EACH 10 t
prAw.wsrirni.drs.dmr(up4rtr
AR 
rdrmmurArmmArA rA r
Bp K 
AND ADDITIONAL
C TON OF
REG. SIZE PEPSI $ 
LIMIT 3
b
3
I
p A
pp REG. OR KING SIZE COKES 3 cartons I COUPON pPER 4,
3 I
I N $5.00 PURCHASE-EXCLUDING i FAMILY §
D MILK & TOBACCO PRODUCTS. 1
aurArararomar.arAsasimirarouinsunromar
CLEARFIELD 
2 LBS.9 4Cheese Spread Vag' 241 AZ . 2 FoR 890
16 oz. Liquid- Reg. $2.15 Size $1
PRELL Now Only I •
19
I
17 oz. Reg. $1.49 Size
SCOPE NOW! $1•119
.
CASHMERE BOUQUET 
Baby Powder 4 OZ. 49c reArgeni'zsESoap 2 FOR 19t
HOUR
Spray
(5 oz.
REG
AFTER
DRY 790
$1.00 SELLER
HOUR 4 oz.
Deodorant
OUR
PRICE 694
CAN
6.75 oz.
, Reg. $1.09
Seller
ULTRA
Toothpaste
OUR
PRICE
BRITE
84 0
ROMAINE EACH 354 ESCAROLE EACH 354
U. S. NO. I
Yellow Onions 3 LBS. ,394 ENDIVE EACH 354
,
U. S. NO. I SWEET
CORN
6 E ARS
YELLOW
49 t
CELLO
CARROTS
1
-BAG
0 IC
STRAWBERRIE
,
S Louisiana
Fresh
QT. 49c
P E.
"MAXI-SAVINGS"
s
SUPER
ioNs
ARINET
tJ0
TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S
ICE MILK
1/2 GAL. 44c
We Accept US Government Feed Stamps
ODERPOTAICHIPS
TWINPACK
ecKt
Nationally Advertised Brands
HEINZ STRAINED
'BABY FOOD
10JARs89t
U. S. Corn - Fed Choice -Beef
MERIT SALTINE
CRACKERS
LB. 294
Freshest Produce In Town
ALPINE GUARANTEED
FLOUR
25 LBS. $1 99 EACH
We Cash Payroll Checks
HYDE PARK
Barbecue Sauce
18 °z 29c
Plenty Of F-r-e-e Parking
PUSS'N BOOTS 15 1/2 oz. cans
Cat Foo
(LIMIT "4"
PLEASE)
LIVER
FLAVORED
04 EACH
